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Dierks Bentley sells out the Alfond Arena
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Kennedy earns extra
from FairPoint board
By William P. Davis
Editor in Chief

Amy Brooks • The Maine Campus

Health and Human Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius visited the University of Maine on Sept. 3 to hear Mainers’ concerns.
Story at mainecampus.com.

UM police ‘labor’ to charge
students throughout weekend
By Dylan Riley
News Editor
University of Maine, Orono
and Old Town police reported
charging more than 50 people —
many of them students — with
offenses related to alcohol and
drug abuse during the extended
Labor Day weekend on and off
campus.
“There were a series of incidents over the weekend that
resulted in several summonses,”
said Director of University Relations Joe Carr.
UMaine Public Safety reported charging 37 people — nine of
whom are not students — with
offenses related to underage alcohol use from around noon Friday to midnight Monday. Police
issued most of the summonses
on campus. Vice President of
Student Affairs Robert Dana said
police charged a few at the Dierks
Bentley concert.
“About 70 percent on campus

were students. I don’t know the know whether any of the people
exact numbers off campus,” Dana charged or arrested were UMaine
said.
students.
Old Town police reported
“They reported summonscharging 12 people for offenses ing a number of people, not just
ranging from fake IDs to operat- students,” Dana said. “Probably
ing under the influence, accord- about 48 incidents in total, and
ing to Sgt. Travis Roy. He said again, many of those incidents
he did not know
did not involve
whether
any
students.”
“They reported
of the dozen
UMaine
summonsing a
charged were
police charged
students.
three other peonumber of people,
Orono police
on campus
not just students.” ple
reported chargwith possession
ing one person
of marijuana.
Robert Dana People reportwith
operating under the Vice President, Student Affairs edly smelled
influence, two
the drug and
with bail violations and one with told police, who located the offurnishing alcohol to minors, ac- fenders.
cording to Capt. Josh Ewing.
“There’s a lot of students try“Thursday night through ing to figure out what the rules
Sunday night … we had 25 inci- and regulations are and trying to
dents,” Ewing said.
get a sense of what the expectaEwing said three or four of tions are, and you have all the big
the incidents were arrests and the events like a concert and good
rest were summons. He did not weather and the first weekend

away from home. These all conspired to create an atmosphere
where a lot of risk-taking occurred,” Dana said.
Dana said the police deployed
extra patrols during the first week
of school, which may have contributed to their likelihood to “uncover a lot of foolish behaviors.”
Old Town, throughout the
weekend, reported charging one
person with an OUI, one with illegal possession of alcohol by a
minor, five with transportation
of alcohol by a minor, two with
false IDs, one with marijuana possession, one with speeding and
another with operating after a suspension.
“We were pretty busy all weekend. I don’t remember what type
of a student or where they were
from,” said Orono police officer
Christopher Watson. “I know they
summonsed a bunch of people.”
Police did not arrest any of
the students charged, according
to Dana.

In addition to Robert Kennedy’s duties as president at the University of Maine, he has served
on the Board of Directors at FairPoint Communications, Inc. since
March 2008.
FairPoint recently bought the
telecommunications operations
for Maine, New Hampshire and
Vermont from Verizon. Since the
switch, FairPoint has faced strong
criticism for its service and has
had to answer to regulators in all
three states.
FairPoint and the University of
Maine System are now competing for federal funds to expand
high-speed Internet, according to
spokespeople from both organizations. Kennedy said he has not
been officially approached to take
part in the discussions.
“The subject, in terms of decision-making, has not come up,”
Kennedy said, although he has
talked informally with both parties. Kennedy said the official
conversation has not yet reached
either the university presidents or
the Board of Directors.
If Kennedy was asked to engage in an official conversation,
or if he were in any other way to
encounter a conflict of interest, he
said he would immediately recuse
himself.
“[Kennedy] believes that the
state’s telecommunication’s infrastructure is critical to the state
in many ways,” said Joe Carr,
UMaine’s Director of University
Relations. Kennedy now has a
role in helping to determine the
future of the state, Carr said.
Kennedy has not been involved
in FairPoint’s regulatory hearings,
either, saying only that there have
been some “general briefings, occasionally.”
According to a report filed by
FairPoint, non-employee members of the Board of Directors
receive a $55,000 retainer for
their service and about $45,000
in stock awards per year. In addition, board members can receive
an additional stipend for work on
a particular committee. Kennedy

Kennedy
received $15,000 over two years
as a member of the succession
committee, which picked FairPoint’s next Chief Executive.
Kennedy was appointed in
March 2008, and therefore did not
receive full compensation for that
year. Kennedy received $84,068
in compensation from FairPoint
in 2008, according to the report.
Combined with his $210,405
salary, not including benefits,
from UMaine in 2008, he earned
nearly $300,000 last year.
Kennedy has since been reelected to serve FairPoint until
2012.
The board meets four times a
year in person, and approximately
four more times by teleconference. Kennedy said he takes personal leave when attending such
meetings.
Kennedy was suggested for
the Board of Directors by Verizon.
When FairPoint purchased the
telecommunications operations
in Maine, New Hampshire and
Vermont, Verizon spun its New
England operations into a separate
company, which FairPoint immediately acquired, according to Eric
Rabe, Verizon’s Vice President for
Media Relations. Verizon shareholders then had a majority stake
in the company, and Verizon had
the right to appoint three members
to the Board of Directors. Verizon
chose one member from each of
the three states, although they had
no requirement to do so.
“We tried to pick folks who
we thought would be good stewards of FairPoint,” Rabe said.
See Kennedy on 4

PIKE bounces back from homelessness
By Mary Emmi
Assistant News Editor
A renewed sense of brotherhood and a repaired house have
left the brothers of the Pi Kappa
Alpha (PIKE) fraternity at the
University of Maine with a fresh
start for this school year.
The PIKE brothers have reopened their house less than a year
after the Orono code enforcement
officer and the fire marshal condemned it due to water damage.
“You don’t realize how much
you value something until it’s
gone,” said PIKE External Vice
President Jayson Neault.
At the beginning of last school
year, PIKE hired a contractor to
place an addition onto their fraternity house. During homecoming
weekend, the tarp covering the
construction came off during a
rainstorm, causing condemnation

of the house and 19 UMaine students and one advisor to lose their
residence.
“They first said it would only
be 48 hours to two weeks,” said

“We’re certainly
stronger than
we’ve ever been
before.”
Thomas Dickens
Pi Kappa Alpha
Internal Vice President
PIKE Internal Vice President Tom
Dickens, “but it became apparent
that it wasn’t a likely outcome. We
were all homeless, without food
and clothing.”
UMaine helped the students
get accommodations at the University Inn for the first month

before the brothers had to find
their own housing.
Clause eight in PIKE’s former
contract said if the house became
unlivable, the agreement for renting became “null and void.” Although the university provided
three on-campus housing spots for
brothers, the rest had to find their
own place to live.
“We had 20 subcontractors
working throughout the night on
everything, but the money ran
out. The insurance company gave
us an estimate, but we didn’t get
the money for a long time,” Dickens said.
During the spring semester,
four brothers started a corporation
to take over the rights to rent the
PIKE house and property. The new
corporation created new housing
contracts and had 26 brothers sign
See PIKE on 2
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The brothers of PIKE have recently moved back into the newly renovated house after damages
occured during fall 2008.
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SUNemployed

Students struggle to find summer jobs
By Kaitlynn
Perreault

to cut back this year.”
Neither the Office of Student
Employment nor the Office of FiFor The Maine Campus
nancial Aid have an exact number
When Maura Roche walked of students that lost work study,
through the doors of Stonewall but they both acknowledge it has
Kitchen in York this summer, ev- happened.
erything seemed to be the same. It
Bisson’s brother, also a UMaine
was the same atmosphere she had student, was not lucky enough to
been working in for the past five have the work study benefits like
summers. Knowing she was a re- he did last year. It became more
liable employee, Roche felt right of a burden for Bisson when she
at home and was ready to return realized how many work study
to work. Except this time was dif- jobs were available compared to
ferent: They were not taking her regular jobs.
back.
“[Work study] is paid for
“They told me they were all mostly by the government, and
filled,” said Roche, a fourth-year if you go on the student employnursing student. “It was always ment Web site, there’s like 100
my fall-back plan, and I couldn’t work study jobs and like 10 noneven fall back on that.”
work study jobs,” Bisson said.
So the job hunt started. Roche
Work study is a federal prolooked for a job at the Ports- gram based on financial need, a
mouth Hospital in Portsmouth, parent’s income and what a stuN.H. She even looked at a job at dent receives for grants. It can be
the Wentworth
specific and with
Douglas Hospital “They told me they the failing econin Dover, N.H.,
were all filled. It omy, it can cause
even though she
those credentials
was always my
lives more than
and qualifications
25 miles away in fallback plan, and to fluctuate just as
York, Maine.
I couldn’t even fall often as the rate of
“I was so desunemployment.
back on that.”
perate for someEven taking that
thing to do,”
intoconsideration,
Maura Roche Pelletier says the
Roche said.
Fourth-year chances of a stuShe considered
Nursing student dent
job shadowing,
receiving
but that would
work study are
have meant a summer without in- still better than a student receiving
come.
a regular job on campus.
Studying in the nursing field,
“There are regular hired stuRoche obtained her Certified dents and work study students.
Nursing Assistant’s license and The work study students have
was hoping to find employment it come with their financial aid
in the field. After applying to 15 package. So what happens for the
jobs, only two called her back.
work study students is that the deRoche finally found a job in partment [at the university] only
July, losing half a summer of in- pays 25 percent of their wage,”
come to unemployment. She was Pelletier said.
hired at a nursing home and as a
“The work study [federal prowaitress.
gram] pays 75 percent of their
Since the beginning of the re- wage, so we’ve noticed that a lot
cession, the unemployment rate in of employers are hiring more work
Maine has dropped. State Labor study students than regular emCommissioner Laura Fortman ployees because they have to pay
announced that as of July 2009, the regular employees 100 percent
Maine’s unemployment rate was of their wage. So it’s not necesat 8.4 percent. A year before, it sarily that the jobs were being cut,
had been at 5.4 percent. according it is just that they are not hiring as
to the State of Maine web site.
many regular employees.”
Roche is not the only student
Just like Roche, the nursing
at the University of Maine who student, Bisson tried to find emrecently experienced the lack of ployment any way she could.
employment opportunities on and
“I called to talk to someone
off campus.
in financial aid, and they said the
Accounting student Brittany only thing I had was a Stafford
Bisson was fortunate enough to Loan, and that is the only thing I
have work study last year. She could get,” Bisson said. “So basiworked in the mailroom of Gan- cally, it was a big ‘no.’”
net Hall and made $7.25 an hour.
Although students have a rep“It wasn’t a lot, but it was still utation of easily finding menial
enough for spending money — jobs, data collected from the Bulike groceries and other odds and reau of Labor Statistics showed
ends,” Bisson said.
that in February 2009, teenagers
Now her former job seems had the highest unemployment
better than her current unemploy- rate in the unemployed population
ment. Many students who re- of the United States. According to
ceived work study last year were its Web site, 23 percent of teenagnot fortunate enough to receive it ers are unemployed.
this year, according to Amber Pel“The position that is hired the
letier, an employee at the Office of most is probably administrative
Student Employment.
aids. Not for one department, but
“I know this year a lot of kids, every department has a student
like juniors and seniors, were not working for them,” Pelletier said.
awarded work study though they “People answering the phones, filwere awarded it previously,” Pel- ing, that type of thing.”
letier said. “They gave them more
The Office of Student Employgrants, but last year they over- ment offers job listings both in
awarded work study, so they had their department and online.
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Jane Hewes boards the Orono Shuttle on Mill Street in Orono. The bus, which is funded by UMaine, Orono and the Maine Department
of Transportation, runs every half hour Monday through Friday from 6:55 a.m. to 10 p.m. and Saturdays from noon to 10 p.m.

Journalism department cuts
advertising sequence, minors
By Dylan Riley
News Editor
The University of Maine
Department of Communication
and Journalism is cutting back.
The department announced at
the end of August it will discontinue the advertising sequence of the journalism major, and has said it plans to axe
the communication and public
relations minors.
The College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences will likely stop
offering the communication
and public relations minors
because of a lack of demand
and a request from the journalism department, according to
college dean Jeffrey Hecker.
There are currently 34 students with a declared public
relations minor and nine with
a minor in communications.
“We’re suspending new
declarations of new minors,”
said Paul Grosswiler, chair of
the communication and journalism department. Grosswiler
said the department can’t offer
enough sections in its public
relations course because of a
shortage of professors.
“What we want to do is provide the students the opportunity to finish out if they’ve made
significant progress toward the
minor — to be able to offer the
courses to them one or two at
a time, so that they get to finish out as we phase them [the
minors] out,” Hecker said.
The advertising sequence
of the journalism major is in
similar trouble.
Because of an external review in October 2008, the
department decided the separation of journalism concentrations among news-editorial,
broadcast and advertising was
outdated and decided to merge

the three to reflect modern
news. At about the same time
the department was considering the review’s recommendations during spring 2009,
journalism professor Changmin Yan left UMaine for another job, according to Hecker,
which hurt the department’s
ability to offer the advertising
sequence.
“We have traditionally had
one person teaching in the advertising area, and that was the
person that resigned,” Grosswiler said. “So as part of the
budget-cutting criteria that the

classes that weren’t going to
be available next semester.”
Brinzow said he heard about
the planned elimination “about
two classes ago,” after a 3:30
p.m. course Sept. 8 and wasn’t
told by his advisor.
“I think that it’s irritating
how little communication there
was until now, because I had to
hear it through the grapevine to
find out what classes I should
take this semester,” said Ashlyn St. Ours, a second-year advertising student.
“I know a couple of people
that didn’t take CMJ 250, but

“The dropping off of the ad sequence
isn’t something that we planned to do”
Paul Grosswiler
Chair, Department of
Communication and Journalism

college and the university were
implementing, one way to cut
the budget for this year was to
not fill any open positions.”
Grosswiler said the department requested a hiring search
to fill the position, but UMaine
administration and the College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences
turned it down.
The department informed
journalism students Aug. 28,
2009 of the planned elimination throughout the next two
years. The advertising sequence currently has about 50
declared students.
“[I am] kind of frustrated
by it,” said Nicholas Brinzow,
a third-year advertising student. “I actually had to change
two of my classes because I
realize that now I have a major
time crunch, because they’re
actually doing away with some

they’ve taken other advertising classes because they had
permission and were hoping
to phase into advertising, but
one of the requirements is that
you’ve taken CMJ 250, because that’s like the intro to
advertising. I’m just hoping
that the advisor doesn’t in any
way say, ‘Sorry, it’s not going
to work,’” Brinzow said.
The department will no longer offer CMJ 250: Introduction to Advertising, according
to the announcement. Hecker
said the college and department considered the campuswide impact and the needs of
the students in the advertising
sequence before reaching this
decision. The department is
offering advertising courses
CMJ 355, 356 and 380 this semester, but after spring 2010,
the only advertising courses

PIKE
from page 1

leases for
this school
year.
“We became brother-owned and brotheroperated. We are the first fraternity on campus to be organized the
way we are and [the] first PIKE
chapter nationally,” Dickens said.
The PIKE brothers have faced
several monetary challenges, including a $160,000 housing expense and a collective $200,000
budget, all managed by the brothers.
“There’s no learning experience that a 20- to 21-year-old
college student could have to be
more beneficial to their future
than running a corporation. A real,
legitimate, liable corporation. It’s
a huge adjustment for us,” Dickens said.
Three weeks before school
started this year, the brothers came
back to Orono to help finish construction before inspection day.
An anonymous person donated
$10,000 to help with the costs.

given will be CMJ 380 and
459.
“Since we were not able to
teach the advertising sequence
… we decided to phase out
advertising,” Grosswiler said.
“The dropping off of the ad sequence isn’t something that we
planned to do.”
Two other journalism professors left or retired in addition to Yan. Hecker said this
was a significant factor in the
decision.
“One of the things the program reviewers said was that
the journalism major, the way
it was arranged with three sequences, was unnecessarily
complicated and really wasn’t
ideal training. They encouraged faculty to rethink this
whole sequence and look more
at an integrated journalism
major, where students would
have some coursework related
to advertising and broadcast
journalism and news-editorial,
and they’ve done that,” Hecker said.
Hecker said the department
would consider bringing the
advertising sequence back,
but probably not in its current
form or any time soon.
“If they were to come back
and say, ‘We want to recreate
this sequence,’ I would have
questions with them about
why. What’s the rational, and
how does it fit with contemporary training, education? How
does it fit with the resources
that we have to look at it?”
Hecker said.
Grosswiler said he was unsure when the department will
make an official announcement
on the two minors. He said he
does not believe the lack of an
advertising sequence will diminish the journalism major in
any way.
“We don’t have the alumni
base that other chapters on campus have,” Dickens said. “We just
happened to be very fortunate.”
On Aug. 19, the PIKE house
passed inspection and reopened.
“There was a lot of doubt,”
Neault said. “This was a make-orbreak day.”
“We’re certainly stronger than
we’ve ever been before. This is
a blessing in disguise,” Dickens
said.
PIKE plans to be active on
campus and focus on rebuilding their chapter members’ grade
point average.
“During this whole process,
our chapter GPA significantly
dropped because people were just
trying to live; they couldn’t focus
on school. Our big goal is academics,” said PIKE President Ben
Cohen.
“We came full circle. Where
we go one, we go all,” said Dickens “We all walked out together
… but eventually walked next to
each other back in.”
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Police
Beat
The best from Orono, Old
Town and UMaine’s finest

Noise Pollution

Stinky basement

An officer helped a Resident Assistant of Somerset
Hall search for a resident
who left their third-floor
room door open with music blasting at 10:33 p.m.
on Sept. 7. They located
the resident, Samuel West,
18. While explaining quiet
hours, the officer smelled a
strong odor of marijuana on
West and asked him if he had
any drugs or paraphernalia.
West retrieved a box containing marijuana from his
pants pocket, and the officer
charged him with possession
of marijuana.

Police received report of
the odor of marijuana from
the basement of Hancock
Hall at 1:31 a.m. on Sept. 6.
An officer tracked the smell
and was allowed into a dorm
room where he found a small
bag of marijuana and a bottle
of Bacardi rum on a desk.
Resident Kathryn Mailhot,
19, Orono, was issued a summons for possession of liquor
by a minor and possession of
marijuana.

Close the door faster
An RA of Hancock Hall
led police to a second-floor
room on the suspicion of underage drinking at 12:23 p.m.
on Sept. 7. Resident David
Cravin, 20, responded to the
officer’s knock, stepped into
the hall and immediately shut
the door behind him. Cravin
said he had been consuming alcohol and turned over
18 cans of Bud Light and
five cans of Pabst Blue Ribbon beer. Three other people
in the room were reported
drinking: Jackson Witherill,
19, Orono; Rocky Desanctis,
19, Orono; and Justin Early,
20, Orono. All four students
were issued a summons for
possession of liquor by a minor.

Midnight picnics prohibited
Students reported people
smoking marijuana outside
York Hall at 11:54 p.m. on
Sept. 5. The officer who responded saw three people sitting on a picnic table. Upon
seeing him, they tried to hide
in the bushes. He approached
them, and they admitted to
smoking a joint but said they
didn’t have any other drugs.
The officer asked one person
to take off his hat. When he
did, he pulled a joint out of
the rim. He was identified as
Majid Rayes, 18, Orono, and
was issued a summons for
possession of marijuana.
Parking lot pit stop
An officer on patrol in
Hilltop Parking Lot saw an
intoxicated male urinating on
the ground while his friend
waited inside a parked vehicle

The Maine Campus • News

at 12:05 a.m. on Sept. 7. He
was identified as Michael Allen, 18, Bangor, and was issued a summons for possession of liquor by consumption
by a minor.
You can’t ditch your beer
At 11:01 p.m. on Sept. 6, an
officer patrolling Beta Parking Lot decided to investigate
further after watching a male
place two cans of Natural Ice
on the ground and quickly
walk away. Police determined
the male, Christopher Albert,
20, Orono, to be intoxicated
and issued him a summons
for possession of alcohol by
a minor.
College Avenue chase
A group of four males
walking on the grass near
the fraternities looked suspicious to officers at 1:11 a.m.
on Sept. 6. One male was carrying a bottle. When the police turned the cruiser around
to approach the group, one
person ran. An officer exited
his vehicle, chased the runner and caught him. Three
people in the group were determined to be intoxicated:
two 16-year-olds from Indian
Island and Jordon Grant, 18,
Winslow. Police issued Grant
a summons for possession of
alcohol by consumption. The
16-year-olds’ parents were
called to College Avenue.
Their charges are pending.
Get a license, not beer
An officer noticed a Jeep
with its headlights out and
watched the driver take a wide
turn on Long Road at 1:25 a.m.
on Sept. 6. He stopped the
vehicle in front of the Memorial Gym. The driver, Jeffery
Andrews, 20, Old Town, was
placed under arrest because

the officer believed him to be
under the influence of marijuana. Andrews admitted to
having marijuana and beer in
a backpack in the Jeep. Police
issued him a summons for
marijuana and for operating
without a license in violation
of a condition. He also blew a
.03 on a breathilizer test while
underage.
Disturbed brothers
Two brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity left the
front stairs and approached a
police cruiser as it drove by
their house at 11:04 p.m. on
Sept. 5. The officers stopped
the cruiser and saw a male
walk from the back of the
house carrying two bottles.
When he saw the cruiser he
tried to hide them behind
his back. Officers found one
bottle contained an alcoholic
mix and the other contained
vodka. The male, Christopher
Pizarro-Slevinsky, 18, Orono,
was issued a summons for
possession of liquor by a minor. He wasn’t seen inside the
house, but officers talked to
the leaders of SAE about the
consequences of throwing
a party where minors were
drinking.
Not just a thirst quencher
Officers patrolling Rangeley Road observed a large
group of people walking toward 103 Ultra Lounge and
stopped a few people for questioning at 10:42 p.m. on Sept.
5. Two males were carrying
Gatorade bottles, which they
placed in their pockets when
they saw the cruiser pass. One
of the bottles, belonging to
Travis Harwood, 19, Manchester, Maine, contained
hard liquor. Inside his backpack, police found six cans
of Keystone Light and two

cans of Miller. Hartwood was
issued a summons for possession of liquor by a minor.
Lying on the stairs
An officer was responding to a theft complaint in
Androscoggin Hall when he
met an intoxicated male coming down the stairwell at 8:52
p.m. on Sept. 5. The male
gave a false name and date
of birth. Upon investigation,
he was identified as Quintin
Morgan-Drain, 18, Orono.
He was issued a summons for
possession of liquor by a minor by consumption.
Parking under the table
A staff member reported
parking in Somerset Lot at
4:30 a.m. on Sept. 5 and returning at 6 a.m. to find someone had placed a picnic table
on the top of the vehicle. The
case is under investigation.

and asked the people in the
room to come into the hall
for questioning. Kelly Herald, 20, Orono, Alice Berry,
19, Orono, and Mandy Hampton, 20, Orono, admitted to
drinking alcohol. They were
charged with possession of liquor by a minor by consumption.
Can’t hide hard liquor
An officer patrolling College Avenue observed a group
walking, one person carrying
a large liquor bottle, at 12:10
a.m. on Sept. 5. By the time
the officer approached the
group, the bottle was gone.
The officer retrieved it from
the ground nearby. Another
person was carrying a bottle
of Captain Morgan’s rum inside a cloth container. Todd
Diadone, 20, Bailyville, and
Kenneth Bradley, 19, Rowe,
Mass., were issued summons
for possession of liquor by a
minor.

Yelling on a Hilltop
Meet and greet trouble
An officer walking through
Hilltop Quad approached
three males because one was
yelling at 1:37 a.m. on Sept.
5. Two of the three males were
intoxicated. Patrick Lent, 18,
Orono, held a bottle of Orloff
vodka and was issued a summons for possession of liquor
by a minor. Renald Hobson,
19, Monmoth, was extremely
intoxicated and issued a summons for possession of liquor
by consumption.
Third time’s the charge
Police received a call from
Chandler House of the Doris Twitchell Allen Village to
investigate a room for suspected underage drinking at 1
a.m. on Sept. 5. The residents
were warned twice to quiet
down. An officer responded

Police received report of a
loud party on the first floor of
Kennebec Hall at 12:10 a.m.
on Sept. 5. When the officer
knocked, a male opened the
door holding a beer. He was
identified as Alec Palmer,
19, Orono. Five guests in the
room were drinking alcohol
as well: Eliza Woodcock, 18,
Orono; Spencer St. Pierre,
19, Orono; John Dionne, 18,
Orono; Michael Davis, 19,
Orono; and Kailey McKenna,
18, Bangor. They handed over
a six-pack of Natural Light
and a bottle of Bacardi rum.
All six individuals were issued a summons for possession of liquor by a minor.
Compiled by
Aislinn Sarnacki
Staff Reporter

GSS debates TABOR II
By Mary Emmi
Assistant News Editor

William P. Davis • The Maine Campus

Thousands of Mainers attended a hearing in April to discuss L.D. 1020 before the state Judiciary Committee. Samantha Hansen (center),
vice president of Wilde Stein, attended the hearing with about 20 other UMaine students.

Maine to vote on gay marriage in Nov.
By Tracy Evans
For The Maine Campus
Maine has another chance to
weigh in on the issue of samesex marriage.
On July 1, one day before
the deadline, nearly 100,000
signatures opposing the new
law were submitted to Secretary of State Matthew Dunlap,
almost double what is needed
for a people’s referendum. After certifying more than 60,000
signatures, Dunlap agreed Sept.
3 to add the referendum to the
Nov. 3 ballot.
Gov. Baldacci signed the
law May 6, an hour after the
Maine Senate passed the bill.
Sept. 12 would have been the
first day same-sex couples in
Maine could legally marry, according to Dunlap, but because
of the people’s veto it has been
indefinitely postponed.
Question No. 1 will read: “Do
you want to reject the new law
that lets same-sex couples marry and allows individuals and
religious institutions to refuse to
perform these marriages?”

C.J. Bearce, the University campaigning around the same
of Maine campus organizer time the opposition first circuwith League of Young Voters, lated petitions.
an organization that encourEquality Maine works closeages young people to engage ly with the Rainbow Resource
in the democratic process, an- Center — a resource center
ticipated the law would be met for the gay, lesbian, bisexual
with resistance.
and transvestite community at
“We hit the ground run- UMaine — and has received
ning with the assumption that support from university clubs
they [opposilike
Wilde
tion groups]
Stein, Pro“It doesn’t need to
would
[regressive
sist],” Bearce
Student Albe made into a
said.
liance
and
partisan issue.”
Bearce is
the Student
one of three
Women’s AlJoe Grace liance.
campus
orVice President
ganizers for
UMaine
UMaine
College
Republicans College ReLeague
of
Young Voters
publicans
in Maine. He started out volun- member Timothy Woodman
teering and has since decided to plans to vote for overturning
dedicate more of his time to the Maine’s gay marriage law this
organization.
fall. He is in favor of No. 1 be“We’re trying to get a lot of cause “religious organizations
local donations and raise mon- will no longer be forced to perey the grass roots way,” Bearce form same sex marriages,” he
said.
said.
Groups such as Equality
“The College Republicans as
Maine, a coalition partner with a whole do not have a stance,”
League of Young Voters, began said College Republicans Vice

President Joe Grace. “It doesn’t
need to be made into a partisan
issue.”
According to Mary Conroy, a volunteer coordinator
and deputy communications
director at Stand for Marriage
Maine, the group that organized the people’s veto, it is
supported financially by four
national sources: the National
Organization for Marriage, the
Maine chapter of Focus on the
Family, the Portland Roman
Catholic Diocese and Family
Resource. A full list of Stand
for Marriage Maine supporters is available on its Web site:
standformarriagemaine.com.
In July, with two months
of
campaigning
behind
them, Stand for Marriage
Maine members had raised
$350,000.
“I have friends who are homosexual. … They don’t think
[the law] is a big deal. It’d be
a big deal to get rid of it,” said
Lindsey James, a fourth-year
psychology student.
Mary Emmi contributed to
this report.

Senators delved into comments about the Maine Tax Relief
Initiative and the General Student
Senate’s stance on the issue at
their Sept. 8 meeting.
Sen. Nate Wildes’ Committee
Report for Legislative Relations
gave rise to conversation about
the senate’s stance on the Maine
Tax Relief Initiative — TABOR II
— that will be on the Nov. 3 ballot. TABOR is a law that would
restrict growth in government
spending and establish a requirement for voter approval for any
alternations to the tax structure,
according to the Maine Municipal
Association.
“In 2006, this body took a
position on TABOR which had
a strong impact on tuition,” said
Sen. Ben Goodman. “From my
understanding, this body took a
stance against TABOR.”
Wildes said the Legislative Relations committee will thoroughly
research the effect of all referendum questions and educate the
student body on their impact.
“It is not the responsibility of
either the committee or the General Student Senate to take a political stance on this issue,” Wildes said.
Goodman disagreed.
“This body is elected to
represent the members of the
student body and it is our responsibility to take a stance on
issues that affect the student

Kennedy
from page 1
According to Kennedy’s
contract, he “shall not, without prior written permission
from the Chancellor, enter
into services of any professional nature with any person
or firm other than to the UMS,
and shall absolutely not engage in any activity that may
result in a conflict of interest
or be competitive with and
adverse to the best interest of

population,” Goodman said.
Questions were raised during
the Club Maintenance portion
of the meeting in response to the
proposed name change of the
“Pro-Life Initiative” to “Life Support.”
“Do you consider yourself a
political organization?” Wildes
asked.
Club President Maria Fernandez said the organization had “no
political or religious” affiliations.
The proposal to change the
name to “Life Support” passed.
Senate discussed nominations
and elections for an Executive
Budgetary Committee position
during New Business. The senate
nominated Sens. Pete Christopher,
Clint Snyder and Jennifer Dana
for the position. Dana declined
and Christopher was elected to
the position for three weeks until
senate holds its first elections of
the year.
President and Captain of the
Women’s Rugby Club Victoria
Passmore spoke on behalf of the
resolution to allocate $1,120 to
the organization.
“The $725 is for the league
we’re in … mandatory insurance.
$400 is for new jerseys. We plan
on fundraising for the other half,”
Passmore said.
The resolution to allocate
$1,120 to Women’s Rugby passed
and senate postponed a resolution
to allocate $6,400 to the Men’s
Ice Hockey Club for one week
because no one from the organization attended.
the UMS.” Kennedy said his
membership on the board was
approved by the system office
and that he met several times
with the chancellor and the
system’s legal counsel before
making a decision.
“You want your president
to be attractive to different
industries,” Kennedy said.
While he did not know of any
predecessors in a similar situation, Kennedy said many of
his counterparts at universities across the country hold
similar dual roles.
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Take the EMERGENCY out
of emergency contraception!
Did you know? If you’re 17 or older, you can get emergency contraception pills (EC) overthe-counter, without a prescription. Why wait? Carry emergency contraception in your
purse, have it on hand in your medicine cabinet, and plan ahead for one less emergency.
Emergency contraception (EC) is a safe and effective back-up method that can prevent
pregnancy if taken within 120 hours (5 days) from unprotected sex. Marketed under the
brand name Plan B, it does not prevent HIV (the virus causing AIDS) or other sexually
transmitted infections (STI’s).

Mabel

WA D S W O R T H

Women’s Health Center

Call 947-5337 today to make your
appointment for an annual exam at Mabel
Wadsworth Women’s Health Center. Or visit
Mabel Wadsworth Center online to get your
Back-Up Pack and more information
about emergency contraception.

www.mabelwadsworth.org
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Opinion

Unfair favoritism toward
first-year students

Thursday, September 10, 2009

The Issue: The apparent favoritism toward first-year
students.
What We Think: First-years are important, but so
are students who have already demonstrated a committment to UMaine.
When the University of Maine announced first-year
students would be segregated to two quads on the North
side of campus, with the exception of honors students, most
students were unimpressed.
When the new Student Fitness and Recreation Center
opened its doors, students were pleased as punch, although
most upperclassmen were quick to notice the center was
located closest to the first-year dorms. When budget cuts
caused dining services to scale back on hours of operation
for dining commons, students tried to be understanding –
but why is Hilltop Commons, the dining commons located
closest to the first-year residence halls, the only one open
all weekend?
UMaine may offer logical excuses for why all of these
things seem to benefit first-year students: available property
for construction, spacing distance, etc. But chances are,
upperclassmen will still point out what is apparent: The
university is favoring first-year students. This may be because it
is concerned about first-year student retention. Administration
wants their students to stay students of this university.
But what about those students the university has already
retained? What about those students who have made a
commitment to finish out their education at UMaine,
forsaking all other institutions of higher education? What
favors do upperclassmen receive?
The university seems to be saying to first-year students,
“See all the wonderful things we give you? Won’t you stay
with us?” And those who have made it through their first
two semesters are hearing “Thank you for staying with us;
as a reward, we’ll give you a further walk to the gym and
food and less housing.”
It’s a good idea to help first-year students adjust to the
college experience, but it should not be done at the expense
of neglecting or disfavoring those students who have
stayed beyond the first-year mark. UMaine should show
more positive attention to the success stories that are the
upperclassmen.

Flu questions? Use your head

Letter from the editor
If you’re a returning reader, you might have noticed
some changes to the newspaper you’re holding.
The first is probably immediately apparent: the size and
design of the newspaper. For a number of reasons, we have
switched our printer from VillageNet Media in Rockland to
the Brunswick Times Record. At the same time, in order to
increase space in the newspaper and offer a better-looking
product, we switched from our previous tabloid format to a
more traditional broadsheet format.
Besides an increase in printing quality, the new printer
will allow us to distribute newspapers earlier. Look for your
paper as early as 8 a.m. in some parts of campus.
We’ve rolled out a new design in tandem with the new
format. It’s not drastically different, and you might have
seen us test it out at the end of last year, but we hope it
will prove more modern and easier to read than the older
design.
If you turn to the opinion section, you’ll see several new
features as well. First, we will now offer two editorial cartoons each issue. Our staff cartoonists will continue to provide local editorial cartoons, but they will be supplemented
by national editorial cartoons provided by King Features.
In addition, we will now have two weekly columnists.
Tyler Francke and Michael Shepherd will provide us with
insightful commentary with one column each every week.
We’ve made a few changes to our Web site. We moved
off the College Media Network and now host our site on
our own server using WordPress. The new site will provide
us much more control, and we hope we can publish more
multimedia this year. The new site also features classified
advertisements at classifieds.mainecampus.com and a new
feature called Campus Currents that we hope will serve as
a knowledge base in the future for university-related topics.
In addition, you can sign up to receive any of several e-mail
newsletters. The site is still located at mainecampus.com.
We hope you enjoy the new changes, but we want to
hear from you either way. You can call us at 581-1273, email info@mainecampus.com or stop by our offices in 131
Memorial Union.
Best,
William P. Davis

The University of Maine
student newspaper since 1875.
The Maine Campus is an independent, non-profit
student publication. It is completely produced by
undergraduate students of the University of Maine, and
student subscriptions are provided for free through the
communications fee.
The Maine Campus is printed by the Times Record in
Brunswick, Maine. Our offices are located at 131 Memorial
Union. Contact us by e-mail at info@mainecampus.com or
by phone at 581.1273
All content herein © 1875 - 2009 The Maine Campus, unless
otherwise noted. All rights reserved.
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veryone heard the new joke?
When Barack Obama announced
he was running for president,
someone said a black man would win
when pigs fly. Well, Obama was elected, and sure enough, six months later,
swine flu. Haha.
All kidding aside, the world is embroiled in a phase six pandemic, reported
to have infected more than 300,000 people. Not something to joke about, right?
Figuring out exactly what is going on in
the midst of the media circus can be difficult, so I will do my best to help.
Influenza is an infectious virus with
symptoms that include fever, cough,
runny nose, chills, body aches, fatigue,
headaches and vomiting. The disease
is highly communicable and can be
spread by inhaling tainted air coughed
or sneezed out by an infected person or
through direct contact with a contaminated surface. The flu can be fatal, although this is rare and generally occurs
only in infants or the elderly.
By contrast, swine flu, now being
called the H1N1 virus, more commonly
affects children and young adults, a trait
more consistent with the 1918 flu pandemic that killed 50 million more than
with the run-of-the-mill influenza we
see annually.
But before you panic, read this: The
H1N1 virus, in the form we have seen
so far, is a big, fat pansy. That’s right, “I
Am Legend” is not about to become reality. The Los Angeles Times confirms
scientists are beginning to catch on that
swine flu symptoms are milder and the
mortality rate is lower than that of regular, seasonal influenza.

Tyler Francke
Columnist
There have been American deaths,
585 to be exact. However, this number
pales in comparison to the 36,000 that
die annually in the U.S. from usual flu
complications. The H1N1 virus could
possibly mutate into a more dangerous
form, but the World Health Organization maintains there have been no signs
of that happening.

traditional wisdom holds true. You can
only be infected through your eyes,
nose, mouth and ears, so try not to stick
your fingers in them. Unless you’re five
years old, I shouldn’t have to tell you
to cover your mouth when you cough
or sneeze. Wash your hands frequently,
because soap renders the virus inactive.
Please don’t wear facemasks; they make
you look ridiculous and won’t reduce
your risk of infection since they are
designed for industrial use, not filtering
biological agents.
Also, be wary of a vaccine that has
been rushed as much and tested as little
as this one has been. In 1976, 43 million Americans were hastily immunized
against what was predicted to be the next
pandemic, a nasty strain of influenza
ironically called “swine flu.” The sickness never spread beyond 240 soldiers
stationed at Fort Dix, N.J., but what did
materialize in those immunized were
over 500 cases of a rare neurodegenerative disease, now linked to the hurriedly
prepared vaccine.

The H1N1 virus, in the form we have seen
it so far, is a big, fat pansy. “I Am Legend”
is not about to become a reality.
The pandemic has been blown out
of proportion by a mass media starving
for the next big thing now that Michael
Jackson’s death is old news. But there is
reason for caution. The number of influenza cases can spike ten times during fall
and winter, and if the leaves crunching
under my bike tires this morning were
any indication, autumn is drawing near.
During this flu season, all the

Get vaccinated if you want, but if we
all follow the same general practices our
moms have been telling us for years, we
should get through this winter just fine.
One more thing — please resist the
urge to kiss any pigs, even if they do
wear lipstick.
Tyler Francke will have an opinion
column here every Thursday. Michael
Shepherd will write on Mondays.
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Political climate
could use a touch
more decorum

I think I just
“unliked” Facebook

William P. Davis
Somewhere between worrying
Conservatives’ claims that
about swine flu and obsessing over Obama will turn their students
Iran’s elections, the country appar- into liberals exposes a more trouently lost all sense of reasoning.
bling problem: Parents are using
Obama’s address to schoolchil- their children as political pawns.
dren on Tuesday was more contro- Denying them the chance to hear
versial than it should have been. the president speak to them, not to
He wasn’t breaking new ground their parents, is a dangerous game
— two (Republican) presidents to play with formative children.
have done the same — but some- Teaching children that all liberals
how conservatives found a way to — or conservatives, for that matcomplain. They were convinced ter — are inherently bad, stupid or
Obama was going to indoctrinate otherwise to be avoided will only
the students and turn them into so- foster partisanship and widen the
cialists.
chasm between the political parWhere this idea came from is ties.
unclear. Obama’s message was
Regardless of whether or not
similar to the two that preceded Obama’s message carried anothhis. Stay in school; work hard; as- er message within, parents and
pire to do something and follow teachers should preach tolerance
through with that aspiration.
and acceptance. Parents should set
So where’s the partisan mes- an example by at least listening to
sage? “Obama’s going to turn our the other side before disagreeing.
nation into a country of dream- Parents should have encouraged
ers?” “We can’t have children who their children to pay attention to
want to do something with their Obama’s speech and then discuss
lives?”
it afterward.
Maybe he used subliminal mesInstead, conservatives exploitsaging to brainwash this country’s ed the situations for headlines and,
youth. Maybe he hid coded mes- I’m sure, direct mail pieces. Parsages in his speech. Or maybe our ents and school boards suppressed
country is paranoid and overly the free exchange of ideas in school
partisan.
by not showing the speech.
What kind of parents, regardThis country was built and deless of their poveloped through
litical persuasion, Maybe Obama coded his reasoned
diswish to convince messages, brainwashing cussion
and
their children that
compromise,
our students. Or maybe not mind tricks
hard work and a
good education our country is paranoid and
partisanand overly partisan.
is a bad thing?
ship. Could you
Is our political
imagine writing
climate really so polarized that a the Constitution today? We would
universal message can be distorted still be living under colonial rule
by obstinate conservatives? Even if the founding fathers had refused
the worst parents want their chil- to even listen to each other’s prodren to do well, if nothing else so posals. Today’s discussions are hithey can be provided for in their jacked with snarky comments on
old age.
talk shows and by sound bites that
Obama didn’t have an ulterior distort the truth as shown by the
motive. His point was to inspire, way the claim that Obama’s health
which he did effectively. He told care reform would create “death
students about his time living in panels” was, and is, furthered by
Indonesia, when his mother sup- pundits and talk show hosts.
plemented his school teachings
The country needs to come
with her own — at 4:30 in the down from its fevered political
morning. Like any other student, state and return to some semblance
he wasn’t particularly enthusiastic of normalcy. If our political system
about the sessions, but his educa- is to operate correctly — whether
tion obviously paid off.
it be voicing opinions at a town
His story is the prime example hall meeting, passing any sort of
of pulling yourself up by your legislation or even discussing the
bootstraps. It is the definition of merits of a presidential speech
The American Dream; a prime ex- to students — we need to relearn
ample of our nation’s greatness. common rules of decorum.
It’s inspiring no matter what lens
William P. Davis is editor in
you view it through.
chief for The Maine Campus.

Eryk Salvaggio
Anyone with a milkshake fetish living in the Bangor- to share experiences and information. Facebook gets
Orono area had the closest thing they could get to child that data too; but for most of us it’s worth it because,
porn this summer thanks to a certain alternative weekly, who cares? We don’t have any information to hide.
The Maine Edge. On the cover – which the paper has
The problem emerges when Facebook begins to censince apologized for – was the image of a woman with sor our information about negative experiences. Coma notably youthful appearance suggestively straddling a plaining about a local newspaper that contributed to the
milkshake. The reason? To illustrate an included article: sexualization of children in our culture is not ‘hateful.’
A powerhouse of investigative journalism that dared to It’s a way to question the logic and values of our media
ask whether you could put alcohol into a milkshake. landscape.
Turns out that yes, you can.
The World Wide Web is a place where people finally
The paper faced the backlash publications tend to get to talk back to the media and to each other: to ask
face when they use sexually suggestive images of child- questions, criticize, probe and improve. When one of
like, albeit legal-aged, women to sell their stories. And, the largest, most powerful sites on the Web blocks our
as I mentioned, it apologized. So what’s the big deal?
ability to ask questions and share grievances, it is taking
I’m no prude. But I am concerned about the use of away one of the inherent promises of the Web: Freedom
women who look like children being used in a sexual of Speech.
manner, because I hold the uncontroversial position
Now, Freedom of Speech is only a legal right when
that pedophilia is a bad thing. Children should never it comes to what the government can and cannot do.
be ‘hot.’
But we have a choice over
So I did what any colwhether or not to make use
“The group ‘I Hate The Maine Edge’
lege-aged guy with a chip
of corporations and entities
has been removed. ...Among other
on his shoulder might do: I
that embrace freedom of
things,
groups
that
are
hateful,
created a Facebook group,
speech. It is more important
“I Hate The Maine Edge,” threatening, or obscene are not allowed. when it concerns a corporaand invited some sympation actively archiving our
... Continued misuse of Facebook’s
thetic friends. It got up to features could result in your account entire personal history. I
about 46 members when I
want some assurances that
being disabled,” Facebook warned.
received the following mesthey’re going to act in a
sage from Facebook:
straightforward, trustworThis is where I got annoyed.
“The group ‘I Hate The
thy manner and not bend to
Maine Edge’ has been resomeone’s complaint about
moved because it violated our Terms of Use. Among my opinions when I complain about the corporate enother things, groups that are hateful, threatening, or ob- vironment.
scene are not allowed. We also take down groups that
I’ll give Facebook all of my personal data, but I want
attack an individual or group, or advertise a product or it to preserve my right to complain about stuff. Take
service. Continued misuse of Facebook’s features could that away, and I’m left with a site that only allows me to
result in your account being disabled.”
speak positively about corporate products while it takes
This is where I got annoyed.
careful notes about all of my daily actions and threatens
Facebook is not merely a site for posting pics of to separate me from my friends and family if I question
drunken escapades. It is quickly becoming a powerful any larger, more powerful forms of media.
collection of personal information: It has access to your
If it seems like Big Brother, you’re as crazy as I am.
spending habits, personal interests, work and educa- But there’s a great big box on top of my news feed,
tional histories, who you are friends with, who you date warning me that I messed with the wrong guys. So be
and what kind of products you buy.
careful: If you mess with Facebook, you don’t just lose
Stupidly, we give this information away based on the access to a Web site, but to pieces of your personal hisassumption that Facebook has made an unspoken prom- tory and connections to your friends and family. It is too
ise to its usersT The idea is that we give up that data in much power for a site to have.
exchange for our ability to communicate with friends,
Eryk Salvaggio left the group “Facbook fans.”

In Maine, mentally
ill are slighted
Michael Shepherd
In the Sept. 6 edition of the Bangor Daily News,
Brenda Harvey, commissioner of the Maine Department of Health and Human Services, was quoted
saying the department has been reduced to providing
only “core services” to clients. Appropriations from
the state’s general fund to the DHHS have declined
by nearly $200 million in just four years.
The State of Maine’s attempts to save as many
nickels and dimes as possible have slighted the mentally ill in our state for decades. Starting in the early
1970s, Maine’s two state mental hospitals, the Augusta Mental Health Institute and the Bangor Mental
Health Institute, dramatically scaled back in response
to national trends. They reduced hospital populations
drastically.

For the good of all our communities,
the State of Maine must more efficiently
take care of its mentally ill citizens.

Love us? Hate us?
Write us.
Letters to the editor should be 200-250 words long and clearly
written. If applicable, include your academic year. Send all letters to
opinion@mainecampus.com
Opinion pieces should 550-600 words long and clearly written.
Send all opinion pieces to opinion@mainecampus.com.
The views and opinions expressed in the opinion section are solely those of
their authors, and do not necessarily represent the views and opinions of The
Maine Campus.
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The plan was to move patients who were not major
threats to themselves and others back into the community. They would hypothetically be monitored by
regional community centers. This plan has continued
ever since. More and more patients have been released, often with no home to move into.
In 2004 the hospitals were closed and smaller facilities took their place. Augusta now boasts Riverview
Psychiatric Center. Bangor has Dorothea Dix Psychiatric Center. There are now 92 beds at Riverview and
100 at Dorothea Dix — not enough to handle Maine’s
increasing population of more than 1.3 million. Two
major cases — in 1996 and 2006 — sadly illustrate
the problems regarding the downsizing and subsequent closings of the two mental health clinics.
A 37-year-old man from Waterville named Mark
Bechard became a national story Jan. 27, 1996. He

broke into the convent and chapel of the Servants of
the Blessed Sacrament, a small Catholic institute in
his hometown where he often attended mass. He then
bludgeoned and stabbed four elderly nuns with instruments ranging from a knife to a statue of the Virgin
Mary. Two nuns died and two were seriously injured.
Prior to the killings, Bechard had been in and out of
AMHI. The night of the killings, he was off of his
medication without supervision.
On June 20, 2006, Robert Bruce came home to find
his wife Amy dead. She had been victim of a hatchet
attack. The killer was the Bruces’ 24-year-old son,
William. He was a disturbed man who had sought
treatment in Augusta many times. After a discharge
from Riverview, his father said that his behavior became “out of control.” He could not be forced back
into the hospital or back onto medication. An anonymous source at the hospital told me a Riverview doctor said William would “kill somebody” upon release.
When did my source hear this? As William Bruce was
discharged prior to his mother’s violent death.
These are examples of the outcomes and budget
cuts. As debates over nonsensical “death panels” at
raucous town hall meetings have raged on in the national health care discussion, these dire issues have
been absent from the dialogue. Help could well come
with national intervention. However, before that day
comes, Maine’s legislature must conduct investigations into the effectiveness of these downsized mental
hospitals. Our state government must examine the status of the mentally ill in the correctional system. The
Federal Department of Justice said in a 2006 study
that 64 percent of local jail inmates and 56 percent of
state prisoners have “mental health problems.” Maine
must come up with the money and the planning to
better treat the mentally ill for the good of the entire
community.
Michael Shepherd is sophomore journalism
student.

Style & Culture
Record-breaking attendance for
country star Dierks Bentley
By Kegan Zema
Style Editor
When Dierks Bentley
strolled on stage in front
of a sold out Alfond Arena, he asked the audience
a simple question: “Have
you worked hard all
week? Is it time to play?”
Judging by the deafening
response from the crowd,
the answer was clear.
Bentley was referencing
his hit song, “Sideways,”
which, like many country
songs, is all about having
a good time. For country
fans, Bentley’s honkytonk romp was probably
the second-best way imaginable to ring in the weekend, just behind a cold
beer, which surely many
crowd members enjoyed
after the show.
The show, featuring
Dierks Bentley and opening act Josh Thompson,
was put on by Student
Entertainment with help
from Bangor area country radio station Q 106.5.
According to Abtin Mehdizadegan, Vice President
of Student Entertainment,
4,640 tickets were sold,
doubling the 2,300 sold
for Panic at the Disco, the
most recent concert in the
Alfond in spring of ’08. It
was the first time the Alfond had sold out since the
Grateful Dead concert in
1983; a non-Student Entertainment event.
The
record-breaking
crowd formed a human
sea dotted with NASCAR
logos, white tank tops and
gaudy cowboy hats. Fans
poured out of every small
town across Maine, where
the simplicity of country
music still speaks to the
simplicity of life.
“I’m from ‘The County,’ way up in Aroostook
County, and country is
very big up there,” said
concert attendee Emilee
Currie. “We’re always listening to the country radio station way out on the
field roads.”
The lyrics in opener

Josh Thompson’s songs
embodied the country attitude that hung heavy in
the stadium. He sang songs
about the Bible, guns and
John Deere. He lamented
getting older in his song
“Growing Up Is Getting
Old,” and praised the simple pleasures of life in his
song, “Beer on the Table.”
His one-dimensional song
structure grew a little tiresome, but the simplicity of
country music is perhaps
what gives it such pervasive draw.
Dierks was able to
explode within the simplistic form of country
music. From the moment
he stepped on stage, the
Alfond was electric. Bentley bounded around the
entire time, running out
on the catwalk and jumping on top of the monitors.
His back-up band was extremely talented and he
gave them plenty of room
to showcase their skills.
Two huge video screens
were on either side of the
grandiose stage, displaying images and videos
throughout the set.
“[The concert] was
fun, energetic,” said attendee Andy Shorey after
the show. “He had us all
standing the whole time.
He just does what he does,
all the time.”
Dierks sang songs that
the audience could relate
to and they sang right
along. He sang about love
in his song “Every Mile
a Memory,” about good
times in “Sideways,” and
about chasing girls in
“What Was I Thinking.”
It may have been hard
for some to find sympathy
for him during his songs
about heartbreak — his
handsome looks could
have gotten him any enticing young lady in the
place. Every girl, and
probably some guys too,
couldn’t help but swoon
as his curly, golden locks
bounced up and down
while he strummed his
guitar. And he certainly

didn’t pass up the chance
to flirt with the lucky ladies in the front row.
Dierks was enjoying
himself just as much as the
audience. “Personally,” he
said as the lights came down
for a sparse acoustic portion
of the show, “personally I
think this kicks a--.”
He told the audience
about skating with the
UMaine hockey team earlier that day and pulled
out a jersey with his name
on it — easily the highlight
of the night.
“He’s a huge hockey
player, and the fact that he
got to go skating with the
[Black] Bears — he hadn’t
skated in two months — he
loved it,” Mehdizadegan
said. The athletic department’s cooperation with
the event helped make everything run very smoothly, according to Mehdizadegan.
For Mehdizadegan, the
success of the show went
far beyond what happened
on stage. He said the help
from his team of volunteers and Bentley’s staff
made for a perfect concert
experience.
“I think — and I can
say this with a lot of confidence — that this show was
absolutely flawless,” said
Mehdizadegan. “I think
people enjoyed it because
he’s a great performer.
He’s pretty mainstream
when it comes to country.
He’s not too niche based.
Student
Entertainment
has never done country
and when I came into the
job, I knew I wanted to do
different genres.”
With a crowd of nearly
5,000 packed into the Alfond — 1,900 of them students — it’s hard to deny
country’s widespread appeal. Love it or hate it,
the show sold a little less
than twice the amount of
tickets the Dropkick Murphys (2,800) and O.A.R.
(2,500) sold last fall, and
over three times as many
as Ben Folds (1,350) last
spring.

Photo by Amy Brooks

Go! Cal
Sept. 10

The Struggle for Justice in the Americas
Against Oligarchs and Death Squads
Run by School of the Americas Grads
120 Little Hall
7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Social-ecological Systems Research: Some
Perspectives on the Good, the Bad and the
Ugly
107 Norman Smith Hall
2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Photographer Connie Imboden
WBRC Architects, 44 Central Street, Bangor
6:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.

Sept. 11
Social-Ecological Linkages in Coastal Communities: Networks, Trade, and Responses
to Changing Fisheries
354 Aubert Hall, 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Parents’ Priorities for AAC and Related
Instruction for Their Children with
Angelman Syndrome
By Stephen N. Calculator, Ph.D.
Bangor Room, Memorial Union, 2 p.m.
Food for Health: The Old and the New
102 Murray Hall
September 11, 2009 from 3:10 p.m. to 4:10 p.m.
Planetarium Show
Jordan Planetarium, Wingate Hall
7:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

Kickin’ Flicks: “Star Trek”
Bangor Room, Memorial Union
7 and 10 p.m.

Guest Artist Recital
Minsky Recital Hall
7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

Cahill
Boston-based acoustic music
Main Dining Room, Memorial Union
9 p.m.

Sept. 13

Sept. 12
More Than Music Workshop
For songwriters, musicians, singers, leaders
and techies; Presented by Grant Norsworthy
Lighthouse Christian Café, 453 Wilson St,
Brewer, ME 04412
9:30 a.m.
$15 for pre-registration; $20 at the door; married
couples: $25 for pre-registration; $30 at the door.

Planetarium Show
Jordan Planetarium, Wingate Hall
September 13, 2009 from 1:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Grandparents’ Day Tea Party
Page Farm & Home Museum
3:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Sept. 14
INT 289/0001: A Celebration of Darwin
130 Little Hall
September 14, 2009 from 8:35 a.m. to 9:50
a.m.
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Labor of love Indie rockers flock to Bangor
Local singer and playwrite perform
in celebration at Worker’s Center

Artists and fans gather for KahBang music and art festival
By Jay Grant
For The Maine Campus
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Folk Singer Cormac McCarthy performs during the 3rd Annual
Labor Day Festival this weekend in Brewer.

By Maddie Glover
For The Maine Campus
“Have you ever read Marx?
Neither have I,” admits the title
character in “Jimmy Higgins: A
Life in the Labor Movement,”
written and performed by Harlan Baker.
Baker’s Jimmy Higgins and
folksinger Cormac McCarthy
headlined Food AND Medicine’s annual Labor Day celebration on Sept. 7 at the Solidarity Center in Brewer.
Despite missing main act Bill
Morrisey, McCarthy, a South
Berwick folksinger, proved a
worthy replacement.
Food AND Medicine is a
non-profit organization whose
mission is to organize, educate
and empower workers and local communities in the fight for
economic and social justice.
The Solidarity Center overlooks the Penobscot River. It’s a
colorful, utilitarian building that
houses the means to achieve
what is set forth by the organization. The center acted as a
temporary dining hall for the
Labor Day celebration. Audience members stepped through
the glass door to serve themselves food brought by FAM
organizers and volunteers.
People milled about, eating,
chatting and enjoying the sunshine. Audience members included several state politicians
such as Reps. Adam Goode and
Benjamin Pratt, gubernatorial
candidate Lynne Williams and
Senate President Libby Mitchell, among others.
Actor, playwrite and professor, Harlan Baker always wanted to do a staged reading of Karl
Marx’s “The Manifesto.” Fascinated by the possible combination of theater and America’s
labor movement history, Baker
toyed with the idea of a more
crowd-pleasing work. Inspired
by Jimmie Higgins, a fictional
cartoon character in the Democratic Left who represented the
rank-and-file factory worker of
the early 20th century, Baker
wrote “Jimmy Higgins: A Life
in the Labor Movement.” In
the play he makes several references to Marx, but leaves the
Manifesto alone.
Baker’s Higgins grew up
in Sandusky, Ohio. His father
owned the local leftist newspaper. Throughout the play Higgins works as a typographer, a
campaigner and a reporter who
covers labor action news. From
witnessing Eugene Debs speak
to protecting himself from Henry Ford’s henchman during the
Battle of the Overpass, Higgins
remains human and, more importantly, fallible. Baker maintains that Higgins is an observer
and not the main character.
“I wanted to make the characters as human as possible.
[Higgins] makes mistakes:
He occasionally backs down.
He even defends himself with
a rock in a fight. It’s what I
would’ve done; I’m terrible
in fights,” Baker chuckled, referring to a part in scene eight
where Higgins reclaims his
stolen notebook by striking the
thief with a rock.

Baker described the significance of being an actor in
Maine: “[It] means you don’t
work a lot,” he said. Clad in
suspenders and tie, he explained
that he has always wanted to
attempt the difficult one-man
act; he certainly achieves this
in Jimmy Higgins. Using few
props and many characters, his
performance was well received.
It is important to read Baker’s positive disclaimer on the
play’s program: “This play is
not designed to be just a passive
experience. During any crowd
scene, please feel free to respond verbally when prompted
by Jimmy Higgins.”
Baker insisted “the whole
idea is to bring the story
to the audience, to bring
it where the people are.”
Audience members appeared to
value this consideration.
The second performer, Cormac McCarthy engaged the
audience in a similar fashion.
Singing of hardship, good
times and all things Maine,
McCarthy’s lyricism and instrumental prowess was evident.
Lines such as, “an IQ the size
of a scrabble score,” provided
a glimpse at the breadth of McCarthy’s humor. Dressed in
Johnny Cash black with a harmonica ready to go, he prefaced
the next song: “I’m just going to play a little Celtic punk
number for you.” The audience
laughed.
The
song,
“Immigrant
Gangster,” tells the story of
his Scotch-Irish grandfather, a
hustler. He sang, “cost my soul
to feed my family then I know
I’ve played my part.”
“Maine has no redeeming
qualities of any kind,” McCarthy said. “Fifteen miles in
from the coast, and it’s Mississippi. And I’ve toured in Mississippi.”
He waved off some good-natured boos by telling how, when
the Soviet Union dissolved, he
wanted to offer Maine as the
new evil empire.
“Puh-lease, just for once if
you told the truth about a place,
people would rally around
it.” He began to strum a song
that sounded like the Doors’s
“People are Strange.” He acknowledged this with the title
“When You’re in Maine,” telling of chickens that wear lipstick, urbane sheep and the fact
that Maine gets stranger once
you’re mucking out stalls and
picking up bones.
“Blue Cadillac” is about
Hank Williams, Sr., accompanied by the message that evil
lies within.
McCarthy croons, “praise
hurt him worse than a whipping.” “Pretty Boy Floyd” tells
of a Robin Hood of Oklahoma,
and McCarthy’s “Love Song”
speaks of how the harder you
look for something, the harder
it is to find—until you don’t
need it anymore, and there it is.
As the sun began to set
over the Penobscot, audience
members helped pick up trash
and put away chairs. Community is everything at Food
AND Medicine, especially on
Labor Day.

Bonaroo. Coachella. Lollapalooza. All Points West. SXSW.
Each is a major annual music
festival that brings thousands of
people from across the country
to their respective communities.
Late last spring, over some drinks
at Paddy Murphy’s in downtown
Bangor, a few young guys asked
each other, “Why not here?” And
thus, just three months before the
day of the show, KahBang was
born.
For those of you who fell
out of Bangor’s social loop this
summer, West Market Productions was working hard to bring
the city’s waterfront a day jampacked with music by artists on
the rise. The idea was simple but
ambitious: Give Bangor a day as
a cultural hub, one that would
bring outsiders in to support the
local economy.
“We all were born and raised
within a 20-mile radius,” says
Chris Michaud, promotions director for West Market and current University of Maine student.
“We left for a few years and
developed various skills, finally
deciding we wanted to be Mainers and we wanted to bring something back.” Bring it they did.
On August 15, 11 indie bands
from around the world rocked out
by the river under a scorching hot
sun. The day started off with two
homegrown acts: Bangor High
School alumni Sam & Yuri and
the Java Jive-rocking four-piece
The Bay State. Sam & Yuri began the day with a pleasant start
of polite, unobtrusive indie rock.
Their sound complemented the
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Electric cellist Alexandra Lawn, an alumni of Camden High School, plays with Ra Ra Riot.
mood of the early arrivals, most of
whom were relaxing in the grass.
The Bay State picked things up a
bit, beginning to work the crowd
in time for the new wave of spectators. Their sound was a bit like
Yellowcard, though less emo and
more free-wheeling.
After an unfortunate lull during sound checks and stagesetting, Boston’s The Everyday
Visuals took the stage. Though
a bit more folksy on record,
they brought their rock to Bangor. Classic style riffs and Neil
Young-isms marked their set,
which was full of thoughtfully
written songs and a general sense
of sincerity. Their retro-factor
was a bit outdone though by the
next and first act to take the main
stage. Pint-sized April Smith and
her band The Great Picture Show,

fresh from opening Lollapalooza,
played with a cabaret-like style
she said was born from “turn of
the [20th] century pop.” Think
Dresden Dolls without as much
of the noir-ish theatrics.
From here on in the adrenaline
really started pumping. The aptly
named group SEX! made raunchy blues rock with enough snarl
and swagger to make George
Thorogood proud. Between their
chain-smoking and killer cover
of “It Ain’t Easy,” SEX! were
posterboys of badassery. Next
was the high-octane, dance punk,
five-piece Royal Bangs from
Knoxville, Tenn. By now the
heat had worn the crowd down,
but Royal Bangs were enough
motivation to fight through it.
The next set — my favorite of
the day — came from The Gay

Blades, who fed off this energy
to churn out their brand of postteenage angst. Armed with just
a guitar and drums, the Blades
were like a cross between early
White Stripes and defunct Canadian band Death From Above
1979. What was perhaps even
better than their sound was their
incredible stage presence. Their
frontman, Clark Westfield commanded the crowd. He even attacked them with absurdly poetic
freestyle rants, mocking some
of the skinny jean and fluorescent shirt-clad hipsters who had
shown up.
Norwegian punk-pop singer
Ida Maria came up next, proclaiming to the crowd, “I am
drunk and I hope you are too.”
See KahBang on 10

Paid advertisement
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Sign up for formal recruitment at
www.umaine.edu/greek
or contact Anna Briggs on FirstClass
with any questions.
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Jazz fans “Harambe” Summer’s hottest films
Cultural event brings students and faculty together
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The Tom Snow Trio is shown here during the Sept. 5 Jazz Festival, sponsored by the Office of Multicultural Programs at the University of Maine.

By Laila
Sholtz-Ames
For The Maine Campus
This past Saturday, students, faculty members and
Orono-area residents came
together for the University of
Maine’s first annual Harambe Jazz festival. “Harambe”
comes from a Swahili word
meaning “coming together as
one,” which also describes the
goal for putting together a jazz
festival on UMaine’s campus.
With the sun shining and
music playing, people came
together as one, and there was
something for everyone. Often
Maine residents and students
complain there is a lack of
culture and ethnicity within
the university and Maine, but
the Harambe festival proved
there is a diverse culture and
a host of talented musicians
from Kittery to Fort Kent.
Festival-goers, including
Dean Angel Loreda, were
treated to an eclectic mix of
Maine jazz musicians. Unlike the American Folk Festival, which attracts musicians

from around the world, all
performers in the jazz festival were Maine natives. One
young attendee turned to her
mother and asked: “Why
would we have jazz in the
State of Maine?” And while
jazz, which originated in Chicago back in the 19th century,
is a mixture of West African
music, blues, Cuban flair and
some hip-hop, it’s not hard to
add a New England flavor to
the package and create a musical treat for all ages.
Because the event was free,
it was easy for festival-goers
to stroll in and out for most
of the afternoon. Situated in
the Dunn Hall parking lot,
the event attracted a diverse
crowd, from jazz lovers to
newcomers, including senior
Liz Knue, a Resident Assistant who came with friends.
“My friend decided to
come, so I thought I’d come
along too,” Knue said. “I like
the music. It’s really relaxing.”
Other student leaders were
in attendance, including senior Forrest Dantzler, who

works closely with the Office
of Multicultural Programs.
“We’ve been working to put
this together over the summer
and we’re really excited it’s finally here,” Forrest said.
The Office of Multicultural
Programs, which co-hosted the
event with the Student Heritage Alliance Coalition has put
on other cultural events, including Black Student Month
and Culturefest. By cleverly
using music to bridge cultural
and ethnic misconceptions,
the festival spread the light on
some lesser-known Maine artists including the Lidral Duo,
the Paavo Carey Quartet and
The Tom Snow Trio, among
others. In addition to great
music, jazz fans were treated
to tasty food and beverages
from the China Garden restaurant and a diverse collection
of hand-made jewelry from
across the state.
For more music, check the
annual Festival Day on Mill
Street next Saturday in downtown Orono, featuring music,
crafts, games for children,
road races and food vendors.

CD Review: Behemoth
By Jeremy Swist
For The Maine Campus
They have returned — the
most blasphemous force out of
Poland since the heliocentric
model. “Evangelion” translates to “good news” in this
case for the Behemoth fanboys, but recent critics should
pay attention to this remarkable improvement over 2007’s
“The Apostasy.” Fans of “Zos
Kia Cultus” should delight in
this return to form, while those
who acclaim “Demigod” shall
witness a stunning progression.
This is not to say either work
has been surpassed. Still, it’s
awkward to give such praise
to a metal act so commercially
exalted as to appear at Ozzfest
and similar events so abhorrent
to the underground.
Expectantly, this is the modern death metal Behemoth has
come to epitomize — professional production, chaotic riffing and solos, and gratuitous
amounts of blast-beats. Add
in the band’s trademark use
of Asiatic melodies, ancient
mythology and overuse of the
preposition “Ov.”
Opening hymn “Daimonos”
blasts off with all guns blazing,
as does “Shemhamforash,”
with such passionate violence
not achieved since “Slaves
Shall Serve.” Arguably the
strongest tracks on the album,
they envelop the listener in a

KAHBANG
from page 9
Given her booze and sex-crazy
lyricism, it didn’t come as much
of a surprise to anybody. After a
little bit of slurring and a lot of
song book checking, Ida Maria
finished up with a fittingly belligerent cover of Iggy Pop’s “I
Wanna Be Your Dog.” It made
for about as good of a segue to
hometown favorites The Kill-

Inferno mixes up the cymbal
work and fills on top of his
nearly constant blasting, but
his other drum patterns are too
few and uninteresting. Orion’s
bass, while adding firepower,
does nothing remarkable —
though I still recommend his
band Vesania.
This being the band’s ninth
studio album, their lack of fresh
ÕÀÌiÃÞÊvÊiÌ>Ê >`i
ideas is no surprise. Few things,
not even the guitar solos, are exmaelstrom of blast-beats and
ceptional. The album works on
blood-pumping riffs. Behemoth
a consistent theme rather than
sacrificed technicality to honor
a mediocre sequence punctuthe wall-of-sound principle,
ated by sensational singles. The
often borrowing black metal
band has already premiered a
elements to achieve depth and
music video for “Ov Fire and
flow. Jumping ship to a new
Void,” parts of which remind
producer also helped.
me of the one Rammstein did
Behemoth started out as pure
for “Mein Teil.” The downside
black metal in the mid ’90s,
of such homogeneity is that
and such reminisces permeate
the formula gets tedious after a
the album: an arpeggio here, a
while. Three or four songs into
tremolo there and even some
it and you’ve gotten all it has to
Mayhem-style melodies. You’ll
offer. The rest is recycled matehear this especially in the closrial until the recessional hymn
ing track, where the band steps
in this unholy mass of ordinary
out of character for a simplistic
time.
yet utterly sinister postlude.
This year has seen a draOf course, this is death metmatic resurgence of old school
al at its heart. “Transmigrating
death metal, with stellar reBeyond Realms Ov Amenti”
leases by Asphyx, Excoriate
could have come straight off
and Slugathor (personal chartof “Demigod,” sustaining a
toppers). As always, Behemoth
high level of brutality throughcontinues to carry the new
out the album. Matching this
school’s standard into battle
is Nergal’s vitriolic vocals,
against religion, society and
sounding pissed-off as ever.
your eardrums.
It’s a shame his black metal
Grade: B
scream is completely gone.
ing Moon as you could imagine from the Norwegian songstress, what with the moshing
that was to unfold. The Killing
Moon created a thrash-worthy
frenzy and a solid finale for the
Side Stage. Shirts swung and
elbows were thrown for the
band’s first show in a year.
With the side stage shut
down it was time for the two
acts most of the members of
the audience I spoke with had
been drawn by: Ra Ra Riot

and Matt & Kim. Ra Ra Riot
— whose electric cellist, Alexandra Lawn, is an alumni of
Camden High School — played
catchy pop songs with a classical tinge. Their set was unfortunately slightly marred by the
festival’s one mixing mishap
after a day of surprising precision, as lead singer Wes Miles
was nearly inaudible over the
instruments, even from the
front of the crowd.
Matt & Kim took the stage

A look at the seasons best in action, comedy and romance
By Kyle Kernan

there is something wrong with
his arm.
“Star Trek” is one of the most
sophisticated, cleverly done
prequel/sequels ever. The fresh
young cast, led by Chris Pine
as Kirk and Zachary Quinto as
Spock, creates more energy and
tension on the Enterprise than
previous entries. The film’s
action sequences are tremendously exciting. It rivals “The
Empire Strikes Back” as one of
the best science-fiction fantasies
ever. J.J. Abram’s revitalization
of the classic franchise takes it
where it’s never gone before
— over $250 million at the box
office. Notable scene: A young,
hot-tempered Kirk is exiled
from the Enterprise and meets a
familiar face.
Another deliciously satisfying film was “(500) Days of

dramatic conflict, spicy dialogue, humor and tight camera
For The Maine Campus
work scene after scene. To correctly define “Basterds,” one
The summer’s big films
could make the claim that each
such as “Terminator Salvation,”
scene is a short movie in itself.
“Transformers: Revenge of the
The film’s European-American
Fallen” and “X-Men Origins:
ensemble is centered on Hans
Wolverine,” traded ordinary
Landa (Christoph Waltz), aka
people for gimmicky caricatures.
“The Jew Hunter,” who emergThe magic of the great summer
es as one of the most audacious
film is fading as year after year
and entertaining characters in
the multiplexes are watered
recent memory and bites into
down with shallow sequels,
Tarantino’s rich dialogue. Lanprequels, superheroes and bomda is particularly captivating as
bastic spectacles — until five
he psychologically probes his
films this summer gave hope to
prey with keen intelligence and
the beloved film season as they
dry humor. The film’s culminaserved up fascinating concepts
tion may dissuade some — it is
with a dose of humanity.
completely historically inaccu“District 9”’s premise of
rate. Once again Tarantino can
stranded extraterrestrials living
still keep viewers guessing until
in the slums of Johannesburg,
the credits roll. Notable scene:
South Africa peers into the raA rendezvous for two of the
cial/religious divide of feuding
Basterds and a British spy
nations, the greed of big
turns awry in a basement
corporations and the
District 9
tavern, but not before they
basic inhumanity that
Star Trek
play an amusing drinking
plagues society. It also
captures the essence of (500) Days of Summer game.
Judd Apatow is pera great summer film: It
Inglorious Basterds haps one of the best filmbrings together an amazmakers of today. His films
Funny People
ing original concept with
are both uproariously
a riveting story about ordinary individuals faced with Summer.” With all the spectacle funny and touching. “The 40
and multi-million dollar bud- Year Old Virgin” and “Knocked
extraordinary circumstances.
The best summer films have gets, this smaller independent Up” offer vulgar laughs and a
characters that adopt this for- film staring Joseph Gordon- tender heart. His new movie,
mula, such as Chief Brody Levitt and Zooey Deschanel “Funny People,” is perhaps
in “Jaws,” Han Solo in “Star sparks some originality and life his best yet. Adam Sandler is
Wars,” Ripley in “Alien” or into the romantic comedy. The George Simmons, a comedianHaley Joel Osment as the boy film takes us through the lead actor who portrays similarities
who sees dead people in “The characters’ Tom and Summer’s to Sandler’s own persona. SimSixth Sense.” This time it’s relationship, beginning with mons is facing death when he
Wikus Van De Merwe, who Tom’s immediate attraction to is diagnosed with a unique disworks for the fictional company Summer through their break- ease and thus goes down regret
Multinational United (MNU), up. The film is akin to “Annie lane. His eyes are opened to a
a private military contractor Hall” in how it realistically cap- younger, up-and-coming comeinterested in contact with ex- tures the mysterious, awkward dian named Ira Wright played
traterrestrials. Van De Merwe dynamics between man and by Seth Rogen. Simmons gives
goes from being its leader to its woman when romance is in- Wright the chance to write jokes
most sought-after enemy when volved. It also beckons us to ac- and learn from him, which eshe begins to transform into one knowledge and accept what our tablishes a dysfunctional but
of the aliens after being exposed relationships mean to us even if amusing relationship between
to an alien liquid. The company they don’t work. Notable scene: the pair. The film is a fascinating
wanted to kill Van De Merwe to After waking up from a special glimpse into the showbiz world,
harvest his body parts. Van De night with Summer, Tom en- as Wright slowly begins to disMerwe’s unbearable situation gages in a hilarious dance num- cover its cynical but rewarding
is tormenting for the viewer as ber to the Hall & Oates classic, nature and how it affects Simdirector Neil Blomkamp builds “You Make My Dreams Come mons. Apatow’s maturity as a
filmmaker shines as he hits the
unrelenting tension. The virtu- True.”
Quentin Tarantino does what right notes in balancing drama
ally unknown South African
Sharlto Copley who plays Van he does best with “Inglorious and humor. Notable scene:
De Merwe is brilliant. Notable Basterds.” He lets it run amok George Simmons is asked to do
scene: Van De Merwe finding with absurdity and homage, the merman.

A cure for the summer blues
By Kegan Zema
Style Editor
If you’re like me and spent
your summer somewhere in New
England, chances are you got
pretty used to hearing one word:
“rain.” Nearly every morning
throughout May, June and into
July, I was greeted by a miserably grey sky and the soft pitterpatter of drizzle hitting my roof.
“Where is summer?” I cried out
in frustration, for the carefree season I was used to seemed only a
distant memory.
Yet even as my
misery
worsened
with every drop
of rain that hit the
ground, I knew there
was a light at the end
of the tunnel. If the sun couldn’t
show its face long enough to save
me, perhaps music, my most
trusted form of elation, could rescue me from despair. On July 14
I bought “Horehound,” the debut
album by The Dead Weather, and
my life turned around.
I had been patiently awaiting
the release of this album for some
time. The Dead Weather is a garage rock supergroup the likes of
which the world has never seen.
Jack White, of The White Stripes
and The Raconteurs, abandons

his axe to sit behind a drum set —
his original instrument. Together
with the seductively abrasive vocals of Alison Mosshart of The
Kills, the super-fuzzed bass licks
of Jack Lawrence of The Raconteurs and the blazing guitar riffs
of Dean Fertita of Queens of the
Stone Age, The Dead Weather are
a force to be reckoned with.
The album is immaculate — a
true testament to modern music.
It is raw and oozes creativity.
What stands out even beyond the
actual songs is the album’s pro-

duction, done by White. He gives
every instrument a personality,
complete with flaws, giving the
tracks so much depth and life it
is almost overwhelming. This album reignited my belief in music
as an art form.
As I listened to it over and
over, I began to see the sun more
and more. I could finally do things
like go to the beach, go camping,
and walk from my house to my
car without getting my second
shower of the day. Perhaps the relationship between the album and

the weather is just a coincidence,
though I highly doubt it.
Even as summer began winding down at an alarming rate, The
Dead Weather kept me occupied.
As a subscriber to their YouTube
channel, I was treated to footage of live performances, music
videos and behind-the-scenes
interviews. As I watched a tenminute interview they posted, I
began laughing uncontrollably
— I am quite sure all members of
the band were drunk when it was
recorded. I suddenly felt an eerie connection to this
band. I saw them as
real people — regular
people capable of creating exquisite works
of art.
In the cluttered
world of commercialized music, The Dead Weather’s authenticity shines a light just as
bright as the sun I was missing
all summer. Being subjected to
song after song by Lady GaGa,
Sean Kingston and the Black
Eyed Peas all summer was
perhaps just as bad as waking
up to a wet, colorless world.
No, The Dead Weather didn’t
make the sun come out, but
simply reasserted that great
musicians can change people’s
lives.

point, as their simple tunes got
the crowd dancing to the point
of exhaustion.
Though the crowd may not
have reached Lollapalooza
numbers, Matt & Kim’s set
and the enthusiasm both on
and offstage represented a general sense of high spirits all
day. Each of the musicians I
spoke with loved being in Bangor and seeing Maine, some
even repeating the sentiment
to the crowd. The one time it

was clear what Wes Miles was
saying was when he made the
crowd turn around to see the
sunset over the city. There’s a
lot to love about Maine – it’s
what brought Chris and his
friends back. With continued
support, KahBang has the potential to keep young people in
our state and bring commerce
to Bangor. If you missed the
festival this year, definitely
do your best to come out next
summer.

Beat Report:
The Dead Weather

at 9 p.m. as the night’s big stars.
With just basic chords on a little synth, Meg White-on-speed
drumming and piano stool acrobatics, the pair started a dance
party even Matt applauded.
“I found a piano I liked in
my friend’s closet, and Kim
always had rhythm, so she
started on the drums. Simple is
better anyway. Take ‘We Will
Rock You.’ The part everybody
remembers is BOOM BOOM
BSH.” He may have had a
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Crossword puzzles provided by BestCrosswords.com. Used with permission.

Pu zzl e
Across

Down

1- Chucked weapon
6- Kind of prof.
10- Paris possessive
13- Wash lightly
14- Clairvoyant
15- Annoyance
16- Addition
17- Anklebones
18- Famous last words
19- Liquid food
20- Detained
22- Stifled laugh
24- Thrills
28- Conciliatory
31- Shorthand taker
32- Be silent, musically
34- ___ de guerre
36- I could ___ horse!
37- Part of TNT
38- Nervous excitement
41- Sun. talk
42- Desire
44- Chemical ending
45- Reduce gradually
47- Collection of maps
49- Not us
51- Increase
53- Builds
56- Plastering tools
59- Pressure
61- Comics canine
64- Eldest son of Noah
65- Long hard seat
66- Blessing
67- Boot bottom
68- Diciembre follower
69- B & B
70- 3:00
71- Essential oil

1- Ladies of Sp.
2- Burgundy grape
3- Affectation of sophisticates
4- Sterile
5- Latin king
6- Backward direction
7- Authenticating mark
8- Actress Ward
9- Hackneyed
10- A collection of articles
11- Cornerstone abbr.
12- Actor Erwin
15- Resembling a foot
20- Firefly, e.g.
21- Golfer Ernie
23- Not kosher
25- Fluff, as bangs
26- Computer key
27- Fly
29- Atlas feature
30- Portable bed
32- Country singer Travis
33- Bridal path
35- Measuring instruments
37- “___ the night before Christmas...”
39- Numero ___
40- Describes a gently cooked steak
43- Partial antigen
46- Crown of ancient Egypt
48- Big ___
50- Head armor
52- Deputised group
54- Belief
55- Pelvic bones;
57- Rider’s command
58- Electric fish
60- Norse god of thunder
61- Japanese sash
62- Put on
63- Electrically charged atom
65- Actress Arthur

Solution on page 13

Sudoku
Puzzle
• Each row must have numbers 1 - 9 in any
order but each digit can only appear once.
• Each column must have numbers 1 - 9 in any
order but each digit can only appear once.
• Each 3x3 box must have numbers
1 - 9 in any order but each digit
can only appear once.
There is only one correct answer.

Difficulty level: Easy

H o r o s c o p e s
Aries - March 21 to April 20 -You haven’t been happy as of late,
since you are not the leader in your present situation. Since you won’t
be able to take a backseat much longer, today is a good time to plan
how you will take control.

Leo - July 23 to Aug. 22 - Your encounters with others will be
more open today. This is an exceptionally good time to begin changes
in your personal life. Remember to start slowly, working on one thing
at a time.

Sagittarius - Nov. 23 to Dec. 21 - Your body is repairing itself
today, so take it easy and don’t overexert yourself. You may notice minor aches that are there to remind you to lighten up on the demands
others have placed upon you. Relax and this will pass quickly.

Taurus - April 21 to May 20 - Whether you decide to act on this
or not, it is party time, and your friends want to go out on the town
tonight. You may reluctantly go out and actually surprise yourself on
what a good time you end up having.

Virgo - Aug. 23 to Sept. 22 - There is nothing wrong with letting people know of your good fortune. However, other people may
be experiencing their own problems and might not be able to relate.
Keep your news to yourself until they are doing better.

Capricorn - Dec. 22 to Jan. 20 -Today you will think about
your past and how you once were. That person doesn’t exist today but
you would like to try and bring them back. Go for a bike ride, look at
some old high school year books, or start up an old hobby again.

Gemini - May 21 to June 21 - Today you will realize many of
the difficult periods in your life were meant for your benefit. Roadblocks were set up to help you to find your path. Use this day to think
about what direction you ought to be taking in life.

Libra - Sept. 23 to Oct. 23 - Going with your gut feeling today
will pay off in a big way. Others will try to change your mind, so be
sure and heed what your inner voice tells you. Don’t let the tactics of
those around you try to interfere with what is best for you.

Aquarius - Jan. 21 to Feb. 19 - This will be a dynamic and
eventful time with changes in your career and personal life. Make sure
that you pay attention to details during this time, as you will tend to
get caught up and obsess over things that may not matter in the end.

Cancer - June 22 to July 22 - You will put an end to something
that you should have done a long time ago but have waited until the
right time to act. Timing is usually everything, and today will prove
this to be true. The results you get may be unexpected.

Scorpio - Oct. 24 to Nov. 22 - You are the envy of someone
close to you today. This is harmless, but keep an eye out for any sudden compliments. This person would love to be in your shoes but
likely couldn’t attempt to do what you have already accomplished.

Pisces - Feb. 20 to March 20 - Examine your motivations for
doing the things you do. If you have the right intentions (helping
others, learning and improving yourself, etc.), you can hope to see
long-lasting positive results in your life.
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PREVIEW
from page 14
this season of bringing the team
back to previous glory,” Hodgson said.
Nine listed on the 24-member roster are freshmen, but the
youth are complemented with
six seniors.
“They [Di Ielsi and Hodgson] have a perspective that’s
different than anybody else on
our team,” Atherley said. “They
understand what it takes. They
know what the mentality should
be. Our hope is that they’re able
to really parlay that to the rest of
the team.”
UMaine graduated leading scorer Christine LaBelle (5
goals, 1 assist) and Kim Stephenson (0 and 2), but senior strikerturned-midfielder Laura Martel
began the season healthy after
missing seven games last season
with a knee injury and garnered
last week’s America East Player
of the Week honors because of
a two-goal performance Sunday
against Iona in the Black Bears’
home opener.
“What we try to take advantage of with [Martel] is her
athleticism,” Atherley said. “If
we need to put her up top, we
know that if she gets behind
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Véronique Fleury recieves a pass down field in Sunday’s 2-2 tie against Iona.

somebody, she’s going to cause
a lot of problems because of her
speed.”
Martel was the team’s fourth
leading scorer last year. She tallied all three of her goals in the
season opener against Sacred
Heart University.
Junior Kelsey Wilson missed
four games in 2008 with a quad
injury and has returned to form
as a defensive midfielder who
also takes corner kicks.

“We’re glad to have those
two back, and we’re just integrating everybody into the mix,
and I’m really happy with our
team so far,” Hodgson said.
An experienced core of backs
will protect Price-Leibenzeder as
she becomes acclimated to playing at the college level. Hodgson, Di Ielsi, and senior Hailey
Blackburn were members of
the 2006 team that advanced to
the America East Tournament

Championship Game and were
ranked 22nd in the nation. Sophomores Sady Tobin and Kaitlyn
MacIsaac saw regular playing
time as freshmen.
“[Price-Leibenzeder] is very
comfortable for a freshman,” Di
Ielsi said. “She is communicating with the team.”
“We do have an experienced
group of defenders,” Hodgson
added. “We know that we do
have a freshman goalkeeper, but

we have faith in her, and we’re
just doing what we do, day in
and day out.”
Up front, sophomore Carolyne Nellis and senior Veronique Fleury, the Black Bears’
second and third leading scorers
respectively from last season are
joined by junior Hannah Breton
and freshman Josee Descoeurs,
who has impressed Atherley.
Other freshmen Atherley says
have made an immediate impact
are midfielders Maddie Hill and
Stephanie Frenette-Blais. They
will play alongside senior Alli
Krous, junior Ashley Diver and
sophomore Courtney Harnais.
“[Frenette-Blais] has proven
to be very versatile,” Atherley
said. “[Hill] is really starting
to come into her own and be a
threat from midfield going forward, and playing dangerous
passes through the midfield.”
The Black Bears (1-2-1)
will face three more nonconference opponents before
kicking off their conference
schedule with a home matchup against the University of
Maryland Baltimore County
on Sept. 27. UMaine handed
Idaho State University just
their sixth loss at home in the
last four years, and fell short
against perennial soccer power Dartmouth College 3-1.

FIELD HOCKEY
from page 14
out,” Babineau said.
It’s early in the season for
the Black Bears, but not too
soon to set their sights to the
future and the chance at the
America East playoffs.
“I definitely think we have
a talented group this year,”
Babineau said. “We want to
compete in the conference
just like any other conference
team and set up for a good
semifinals game. We are trying to prepare for October for
the conference playoffs.”

Thursday, September 10
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Freshmen runners hit trails The life of a footballer
By Derek McKinley and Hilary Maxim.
Staff Reporter
The start of the University of Maine’s cross country
season last Saturday was an
all-Black Bear affair, as only
a handful of UMaine runners
from each team competed, and
no other university was in attendance. Eight local runners
rounded out the field.
Freshman Taylor Phillips
crossed the line first with a
time of 16:33. With most top
runners on both teams sitting
out, the meet became more of
a glorified training session for
younger competitors.
“This is really just a chance
for some of the freshmen to
get their feet wet and get used
to running in a meet,” senior
runner Miles Bartlett said during the race.
Showing early promise despite running at only threshold
pace were Phillips and fellow
freshman runner Patrick Mullarkey, who took second with
16:36. Veteran Black Bears
have pointed to the pair as runners to watch. Neither seem to
feel pressured in the wake of
excellent first seasons last year
by current sophomore runners
Riley Masters, Corey Conner

“It is great that Riley had
the success that he did last
year,” Mullarkey said. “I just
want to run some fast times
and contribute to the team in
any way possible.”
“The freshmen are doing a
great job adjusting [from high
school] to college running,”
Masters said. “I think they
feel a little pressure, but that’s
needed for them to do well.
They will learn what it takes
to be successful at this level
very quick.”
The men’s team, led by senior captain Corey Bean, was
selected in preseason polls
to finish fifth. There are nine
teams in the America East
conference. Bartlett and Masters were the top two finishers
at last year’s conference meet.
After losing Chuck Therriault and Dave Englehutt to
graduation, the Black Bears
will ask runners like Dave
Currier to step in and score
points on a more regular basis.
Senior runner Chris Harmon, a
consistent scorer last season,
will sit out the season as he
deals with viral meningitis.
On the women’s side, freshmen Whitney Chamberlain and
Hope Hopkins took second

and third place respectively.
Chamberlain crossed the line
in 20:41, while Hopkins finished in 21:25.
“I felt like I ran pretty fast,
but I definitely had more in
me. I can’t wait until an actual meet,” Chamberlain said.
“I don’t really feel like there
is that much pressure on me
to make a contribution right
away. I know that I’m only a
freshman, and I have a lot of
time to improve.”
The women’s team, led by
senior captain Brenna Walsh,
was picked to finish fifth in
the conference as well. They
also return their top runners in
Conner and Maxim.
After losing their captain
Stephanie Jette to graduation,
the Black Bears will look to
get help from runners like senior Chelsea Leeman and junior Vanessa Letourneau, who
scored at several meets last
season.
The Black Bears’ next meet
will be the America East prerace in Burlington, Vermont.
The meet will give runners a
chance to see their competition within the conference for
the first time.

Coach’s corner
with Jack Cosgrove

By Mike Brusko
For The Maine Campus

Column
If you’re reading this column,
I’m going to go ahead and assume you know football season
has begun around the country.
Just about every collegiate team
has played their first game and
the NFL season is set to kickoff
this Sunday. For true sports fans,
this is one of the most exciting
times of the year.
For those of you who don’t
know, I am in my fifth year as
a member of the University of
Maine football team. That’s
why I felt this was an appropriate time to give the average
person a little sense of what it’s
actually like to play football at
this level.
For starters, the concept of
an “offseason” is simply forgotten when it comes to Division I
football. The closest thing that
we have is the three weeks’
vacation over Christmas when
we get to go back to our hometowns, most of which are outside
of New England. When the season ends — usually at the end
of November— we get about
two weeks when we don’t have
any form of practice or workout.
After that, we jump right back
into our “offseason” workout
program that includes any combination of heavy weightlifting
and cardiovascular exercise five
days a week. Did I mention we
have to have these workouts at
6 a.m. every day to ensure they

don’t conflict with anybody’s
class schedule? This goes on
for about three months until we
start spring practice at the beginning of April. Throughout these
three months, we are constantly
organizing individual skill improvement sessions, such as
quarterbacks throwing routes to
receivers or defensive linemen
working their pass rush moves
against their equally large counterparts in the offensive linemen.
Once spring practice starts,
we get a break from the fiveday-a-week wakeups at 5:30
a.m., because that’s what time
we have to be on the field ready
to start practice. For those of us
living off campus, that means
waking up no later than 4:45
a.m. in order to drive to campus,
get into the training room and
get dressed in time. Sounds appealing, doesn’t it?
After spring practice comes
the summer workouts. Technically, we are permitted to spend
the summer months at home
(most of us choose to stay up
here and work out as a team),
but even if you do that, there
is a strict workout regimen you
are expected to follow for four
to five days a week. If you do
choose to work out up here, you
will be waking up at 5:30 a.m.
again for most of the summer so
there are no conflicts with summer classes or work schedules.
When August arrives, a college football player’s summer
is over, and it’s time to report
to camp. Camp is basically the
equivalent of being on court-

appointed house arrest with one
exception: We don’t get to live
in our homes. It is three weeks
of living in a dorm room without
access to any form of transportation and being occupied everyday from 6:30 a.m. until about
9:30 p.m. No, my friends, we do
not get Sundays off. Every day
is essentially the same as the day
before.
Finally, after waking up
around 5:30 a.m. for essentially
the entire year to workout in
one form or another, we reach
the season. All of the hardships
and frustrations of the “offseason” disappear from your mind
when the season starts. Game
day is unlike anything you’ve
ever experienced if you haven’t
been a part of it. It is the most
emotional and absorbing game
on the planet and it makes everything you went through for
the past nine months completely
worth it.
Every Saturday for about
three months, we get to walk
onto the field with our best
friends in the entire world — our
second family — and play the
game we love to play. In those
moments, you feel like you
would do anything for the guy
standing next to you. It is a bond
that can’t be replicated and its
value is immeasurable. There
are so many more lessons and
relationships to take away from
the experience than the wins and
losses. As difficult as the workouts and the wakeups may seem
at times, this opportunity is the
biggest blessing anyone could
ever ask for.

Three keys to success
at Northeastern
1. Great week of preparation: “We’re trying to recover and improve from our
first football game and I know that everyone that has coached says that ‘once
you play the first, you take tremendous strides in the second one.’”
2. Physical on both sides: “We’ve got to be able to run it and stop the run.
That’s something that is part of the Northeastern experience. You’ve got to be
ready to play physical.”
3. Persistence: “We’ve got to go for sixty. The number of games won in the
CAA in the fourth quarter are probably more than I remember. It comes down
to who has the most heart in the fourth quarter and who has the most left in the
tank.”
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“We did have a lot of opportunities,” Wilson said. “It
would be nice if we could put
probably a few more of those in,
but I think that just creating the
opportunities is probably a good
start right now, and I think the
finishing will come when we really do need it — once conference play starts.”
Martel led UMaine with seven shots. Wilson and sophomore
striker Courtney Harnais each
had four.
“When you statistically have
somebody like that, you’ve got
to bury them,” UMaine coach
Scott Atherley said.
Martel’s goal at 8:30 of the
first half was answered 5:05 later by Iona’s Gabriella D’Aprile.
Midfielder Lisa Murer made the
run to the right corner of the penalty box and centered to striker
Carly Villanova, who continued
the ball across for D’Aprile to
boot it inside the far post.
The Black Bears played more
physically in the second half

and Martel was able to generate space and get behind Iona’s
defense to beat Baldissard to the
lower left corner for her second
goal in the 71st minute.
“First touch, it couldn’t have
gone any better,” Martel said.
“It went right off my foot, the
goalkeeper came out, I saw a
spot and placed the ball right in
the back of the net.”
Baldissard made her first
start of the season for the Gaels,
who struggled to a 1-3 start with
seven goals allowed.
Iona’s second response came
just 2:17 after Martel’s go-ahead
goal. Price-Leibenzeder got in
the way of a close range shot
by Iona’s Caitlin Steinberg, but
could not control the rebound
before Mariel Pepe took advantage.
“That’s their style,” Atherley
said. “They kind of sit in, they
hang in there, and they wait to
counter against you and they
were effective at it.”
UMaine generated five shots
in the second 10-minute overtime period, culminating with a
breakaway down the right side
of the field by Martel in the final

Crossword
Solution

minute that Baldissard intercepted before freshman midfielder
Josee Descoeurs could get a foot
on the centering pass.
Atherley was disappointed
the Black Bears could not hold
the lead at home, but emphasized patience is necessary
early in the season with a team
still unfamiliar with each other.
Descoeurs and fellow freshman midfielder Maddie Hill
impressed their coach and saw
significant time. Descoeurs had
a shot on goal.
“I saw some really promising things from some of my new
players,” Atherley said. “Probably our biggest deficiency in the
game is we fed the keeper. We
never eliminated the goalkeeper
with our service.”
“There’s things I’m pleased
and encouraged about, and
there’s other things that we need
some work on, as you would expect at this time of year,” Atherley said.
The Black Bears are back on
the road for their next two contests, and will return to Alumni
Field on Sept. 20 when they host
Northeastern University at 1 p.m.
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SOCCER
from page 14

The University of Maine football team locks arms before entering Alfond Stadium last Thursday
night. The 1-0 Black Bears open conference play at Northeastern Saturday afternoon.

Friday, Sept. 11
Field Hockey
vs. Yale
3 p.m. in Orono
Women’s Soccer
at Bryant University
7 p.m. in Smithfield, R.I.

Saturday, Sept. 12
Football
at Northeastern
1 p.m. in Brookline, Mass.

Sunday, Sept. 13
Women’s Soccer
at Sacred Heart
11 a.m. in Fairfield, Conn.
Cross Country
America East Pre-race
at Vermont
12 p.m. in Burlington, Vt.
Field Hockey
vs. Colgate
12 p.m. in Orono

Thursday, Sept. 17
Field Hockey
vs. Sacred Heart
7 p.m. in New Haven, Conn.

Sports
The Maine Campus

Cross Country has sights set
high for ‘09 season
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Young Bears hope to take big steps in CAA opener
Turcotte, Williams, Buttles expected to play at Northeastern
By Adam Clark
Sports Editor
Youth. Inexperience.
After losing seven defensive
starters off of last year’s defense,
those two words are synonymous
with the University of Maine’s
football team at the start of the
2009 college football season, especially after a lackluster season
opener 34-27 win in overtime
over Division II St. Cloud State.
“You move on,” said UMaine
coach Jack Cosgrove. “You just
have to go to the next season, and
we’ve replaced them with seven
new guys. You’re going to see
this group of guys improve just
like those guys did. There was a
day when those guys were sophomores, too.”
Despite an underwhelming
performance in last Thursday’s
win, the young Black Bears have
their sights set on the future as
they prepare to open conference
play at Northeastern University
on Saturday at 1 p.m.
“I’ve been telling the young
guys that this is where we take
a big jump from week one to
week two,” said senior linebacker Mark Masterson, the team’s
leading returning tackler. “Everybody’s buying into that and I
can already tell that we’re really
focused.”
“You got to take it as you’re
going to get better every game,”
added sophomore tailback Derek
Session. “Last year was our first
game at Iowa and I felt like that

was my worst game of the season. Every game I kept getting
better and better after that.”
Northeastern (0-1) comes into
the first Colonial Athletic Association (CAA) contest of the year
after being thumped 54-0 by
Boston College, an FBS squad.
“We felt like they’re going to
be a lot like we were,” Cosgrove
said. “They’re going to be disappointed in their opening game,
and I felt like they might’ve been
tentative in a lot of ways like we
were.”
In last Thursday’s home opener, St. Cloud State came out from
the outset and took control of a
tentative UMaine defense, establishing their running game early,
which allowed them to have success through the air (222 yards, 1
touchdown).
“We had a lot of mental things
going on in the first half,” Session said. “We had a lot of firstyear players, and it was their first
game. I felt like we did better in
the second half because everyone
got their jitters out and came out
ready to play.”
In the second half, the Black
Bears were able to rely on their
vaunted rushing attack, which
produced 253 yards, despite the
absence of All-American fullback Jared Turcotte who was
held out of the game due to a
groin injury.
The biggest bright spot for
UMaine, which dropped from
No. 19 to 20 in the national
rankings, was the play of the

special teams.
Junior wide receiver Desmond Randall, who missed all
last season due to an appendectomy, returned a kickoff 80 yards
for a score in the first quarter after
the Huskies jumped ahead 3-0.
Sophomore kicker Jordan Waxman converted all of his kicks as
well, including two field goals.
“Special teams are a huge
thing in this conference too,” said
senior quarterback Mike Brusko.
“A lot of times they make the difference between who wins and
who loses. We’ve experienced
that firsthand.”
In 2006 the Black Bears suffered a crippling 10-9 loss to
UMass after they failed to make
an extra point in the waning moments of the game. Last year,
however, the Minutemen missed
a late extra point to allow UMaine to escape with a 21-20 victory.
While the struggles were evident in the season opener, the 1-0
Black Bears came back on three
occasions to get a hard-fought
win in overtime.
“They played hard and
gave us something that we just
weren’t ready for and weren’t
expecting,” Brusko said. “But
we’re better for it to have played
in a tough game and respond and
persevere.”
Notes: Turcotte (groin injury),
Landis Williams (hand injury)
and Derek Buttles (suspension)
are all expected to be available
for Saturday’s game.
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Jordan Waxman converts a 39-yard field goal at the end of the first half in last Thursday’s win. Waxman converted both of his field goals and all of his PATs in week one.

UMaine,
Iona play to
stalemate

Di Ielsi,
Hodgson
lead Bears
By Steven
McCarthy

By Steven
McCarthy

Staff Reporter

Staff Reporter

Replacing Jasmine Phillips,
who holds every school goalkeeping record, may not be a
seamless transition for the University of Maine women’s soccer team.
Since graduating in May,
Phillips has joined 11th year
coach Scott Atherley’s staff to
assist freshman keeper Meagan
Price-Leibenzeder, the emerging starter ahead of junior Elizabeth Deletetsky and freshman
Iris Gunnarsdottir.
“Very high standards to live
up to,” Price-Leibenzeder said
of Phillips. “She’s a great coach,
great person. I’m not going to
try and beat her. I just do my
best. Everyone’s been pretty accepting.”
Price-Leibenzeder and the
Black Bears are four games
into their quest to return to the
America East Conference Tournament for the seventh consecutive season and in senior captain
Cristina Di Ielsi’s mind, even
farther.
“I know a lot of us want to
win it,” Di Ielsi said. “We’ll take
each game one by one and hopefully make it to the playoffs.”
Di Ielsi and senior co-captain
Anjelica Hodgson will lead a
squad that returns eight of its top
ten scorers from the 2008 club
that finished 6-6-7 and lost in the
America East Tournament semifinals to NCAA tournament participant Boston University. The
Black Bears were selected sixth
among the conference’s nine
teams in the America East Preseason Coaches’ poll.
“Me and [Di Ielsi] are really
looking forward to the challenge

faced a barrage with 41 shots on
goal and 23 saves.
UMaine head coach Josette
Babineau was pleased by the
team’s performance and high
score, but was sure that the team
didn’t let down.
“I feel like we began to wear
on the other team, but they were
still explosive, so I wasn’t really
comfortable at any point with the
score,” she said.
“We are a hard working team,
so we play hard from beginning
to end,” Mitchell added.
The defense’s aggression was
something that also weighed
heavily in the game’s outcome.
“That’s definitely the style
of play we try to have with the
defense, and I think that was the
key to the game, we wore them

The University of Maine
women’s soccer team could not
protect a pair of leads in their
home opener Sunday and settled for a 2-2 tie with the Iona
College Gaels after two overtime periods.
UMaine senior midfielder
Laura Martel’s second and third
goals of the young season gave
the Black Bears (1-2-1) a one
goal advantage in each half, but
Iona’s speedy forwards caught
UMaine in transition in the
minutes immediately following
each tally.
“That’s been a trend in all
of our games so far,” UMaine
junior midfielder Kelsey Wilson said. “I think that’s just a
mentality that we have to …
once we score, they’re not coming back and especially on our
home field.”
Martel found herself in the
right spot in traffic on a corner taken by Wilson that was
initially headed by sophomore
Carolyne Nellis and redirected
the ball with a header of her
own into the right side of the
goal.
“[Nellis] was able to get in
there, and I was able to deflect it
off the side of my head,” Martel
said. “The goalie kind of went
the wrong way.”
Wilson took nine corners in
the game, while Iona earned
just one in each half. UMaine
also outshot the Gaels 24-7.
Freshman goalkeeper Meagan
Price-Leibenzeder made just
two saves in the contest for
the Black Bears, while Iona’s
Suzanne Baldissard stopped
six.

See Field Hockey on 12

See Soccer on 13

See Preview on 12
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Máire Dineen gathers her stick back while Kelly Newton looks on as Dartmouth player takes control of the ball in the Black Bear 9-4
defeat.

Field hockey cruises past Big Green
By Maeghan
Connor
For The Maine Campus
It was a high-scoring contest
at the University of Maine field
hockey complex this past Sunday as the Black Bears defeated
Dartmouth College 9-4.
UMaine improved their record on the new season 2-1,
while Dartmouth fell to 0-1.
Both teams came out fighting, but UMaine notched the
first goal at 6:26 when Courtney
Veinotte got one by Dartmouth
goalkeeper Meagan Vakiener on
an assist by Brittney Cummings.
It wasn’t long before the
Black Bears got on the board
again when reigning America
East Rookie of the Year Kelly
Newton passed it off to Jocelyn Mitchell at the corner who

knocked it in for a 2-0 lead.
Dartmouth fought back and
used a penalty corner to their advantage when Kelly Hood drove
one up into the net on the shared
assist by Kelly McHenry and
Rebecca Sobel. At 23:34, the Big
Green tied it up on a breakaway
by Meghan Everett.
Just a few minutes later at
26:52, Stephanie Gardiner took
a pass from Mitchell down the
field where she drove the ball
down low to give UMaine the
3-2 lead.
Two penalty corners within
the next few minutes resulted in
two more Maine goals, both off
the stick of Ellen Andrews, to increase the lead to 5-2.
The Big Green fought back
and at 40:53 Sobel drove in a
pass from Hood to close the
gap to 5-3. The UMaine offense

continued their attack though
and scored twice more at 42:18
and 45:01 by Maire Dineen and
Gardiner.
At 51:02, Dartmouth’s Sobel
knocked one in off a scramble
in front of the goal to once again
close the gap to 7-4, but that was
the end of the scoring for the Big
Green.
UMaine responded with another pair of goals in the final
ten minutes of the game, including Mitchell’s second goal of the
day, and a Lelia Sacre drive off a
corner play to finish off the scoring at 9-4.
Despite what the score might
portray, both goalies had their
share of great saves: still the
Black Bear defense held Dartmouth back, limiting them to
only 15 shots on goal, while
Fleck saved eight. Vakiener

